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Parking

Metered parking (25 cents for 20 minutes) is 
available in front of the store. Meters are 
enforced 8am-6pm Monday through Saturday (except 
for federal holidays). Note the number on the 
pole you park by, and pay at the box located 
between the dental office driveway and Popeyes 
driveway. The box accepts quarters, dollar 
coins, and credit cards, and prints a receipt 
that shows the expiration time. Meter parking 
for vehicles with Disability License Plates or a 
Disability Certificate is free. (Rates and hours 
shown are subject to change without notice - the 
meters are run by the city, not by us.)



Free parking is also available in the dental 
office lot from 5pm-8pm Monday through Thursday, 
and all day Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

Holiday Schedule

Monday, May 29: Closed
Tuesday, July 4: Closed
Monday, September 4: Closed

Sales

Used Book Sale - Friday, June 2 through Sunday 
June 11: All used books will be 20% off, whether 
you have  discount card or not. The sale 
includes used paperbacks, used hardcovers, used 
magazines, used gaming books, and bagged books. 
All used audiobooks will be on sale at $5.00 
each. All used true crime books will be 50% off. 
This sale will be for customers shopping in the 
store–it does not apply to mail orders. If 
you’re thinking about bringing in lots of used 
books to sell to us during the sale, expect a 
longer than normal wait.

Autographing Events (at Uncle Hugo's)

Saturday, July 15, 1-2 pm Naomi Kritzer - Cat 
Pictures Please / Jody Lynn Nye - Moon Beam

Friday, August 4, 3-4pm Larry Correia - 
Monster Hunter Siege

Saturday, August 12, 1-2 pm P.C. Hodgell - The 
Gates of Tagmeth



Award News

The Nebula Award nominees for Best Novel are All 
the Birds in the Sky by Charlie Jane Anders 
($15.99), Borderline by Mishell Baker ($15.99), 
The Obelisk Gate by N. K. Jemisin ($15.99), 
Ninefox Gambit by Yoon Ha Lee ($9.99), and 
Everfair by Nisi Shawl ($26.99). The Nebula 
Award nominees for Best Novella are Runtime by 
S. B. Divya ($11.99), The Dream-Quest of Vellitt 
Boe by Kij Johnson ($14.99), The Ballad of Black 
Tom by Victor LaValle ($12.99), Every Heart a 
Doorway by Seanan McGuire ($17.99), The Liar by 
John P. Murphy, and A Taste of Honey by Kai 
Ashante Wilson ($14.99).

The 2016 James Tiptree, Jr. Award went to When 
the Moon Was Ours by Anna-Marie McLemore 
($18.99).

The Hugo Award nominees for Best Novel are All 
the Birds in the Sky by Charlie Jane Anders 
($15.99), A Closed and Common Orbit by Becky 
Chambers ($16.99), The Obelisk Gate by N. K. 
Jemison ($15.99), Ninefox Gambit by Yoon Ha Lee 
($9.99), Death’s End by Cixin Liu ($26.99), and 
Too Like the Lightning by Ada Palmer ($15.99). 
The Hugo Award nominees for Best Novella are 
Penric and the Shaman by Lois McMaster Bujold, 
The Dream-Quest of Vellitt Boe by Kij Johnson 
($14.99), The Ballad of Black Tom by Victor 
LaValle ($12.99), Every Heart a Doorway by 
Seanan McGuire ($17.99), This Census-Taker by 



China Mieville ($15.00), and A Taste of Honey by 
Kai Ashante Wilson ($14.99).

The British Arthur C. Clarke Award shortlist of 
best sf novels of 2016 are A Closed and Common 
Orbit by Becky Chambers ($16.99), Ninefox Gambit 
by Yoon Ha Lee ($9.99), After Atlas by Emma 
Newman ($15.00), Occupy Me by Tricia Sullivan 
($13.99), Central Station by Lavie Tidhar 
($15.95), and The Underground Railroad by Colson 
Whitehead ($26.95).

The Agatha Award winners included Best 
Contemporary Novel to A Great Reckoning by 
Louise Penny ($28.99 hc, $16.99 tr pb, $9.99 
mass market pb), Best First Novel to The 
Semester of Our Discontent by Cynthia Kuhn 
($15.95), and Best Historical Novel to The Reek 
of Red Herrings by Catronia McPherson ($26.99).

The Edgar Allan Poe Awards included Best Novel 
to Before the Fall by Noah Hawley ($15.99), Best 
First Novel by an American Author to Under the 
Harrow by Flynn Berry ($16.00), and Best 
Paperback Original to Rain Dogs by Adrian 
McKinty ($15.95). Grand Master Awards were given 
to Max Allan Collins and Ellen Hart. The Mary 
Higgins Clark Award went to The Shattered Tree 
by Charles Todd ($14.99).

How’s Business?
by Don Blyly

Assorted reports all indicate that sales of 
print books are up, sales of audiobooks are up a 



lot, and sales of e-books are down, and this is 
true not only in the US but worldwide. A lot of 
the sales of audiobooks are direct downloads, 
which helps support the authors and the 
publishers, but cuts out the bookstores. Direct 
downloads of music have hurt retail stores for 
many years, and it’s not a surprise that the 
same thing has happened with audiobooks.

The reports I’ve seen indicate that sales at 
independent brick and mortar bookstores are up 
slightly, while sales at chain bookstore are 
down slightly. But all brick and mortar stores 
(including restaurants) are having a tough time, 
with many national chains closing stores like 
crazy to try to avoid bankruptcy. (For all of 
retail, the national chains have announced 3200 
store closings so far this year, with some 
experts forecasting 8600 store closings by the 
end of the year by national chains. Expect to 
see lots more empty store fronts in shopping 
malls.) Here at the Uncles, some months have 
been up a little compared to last year, some 
months have been down. In-store sales have been 
down with increases in mail order sales making 
up for the slower in-store traffic.

In other book news, the House of Representatives 
is rushing through a bill to make the Register 
of Copyright a political appointment. The 
Register of Copyright has been a non-political 
appointment made by the Librarian of Congress, 
but now the House of Representatives wants to 
make the position a presidential appointment, 
with confirmation by the Senate. The people 



pushing this plan claims that the intent of the 
bill is to “modernize” the copyright office 
(which everybody agrees needs to be done), but 
there is nothing in the bill about modernizing 
the copyright office. The suspicion is that 
major entertainment corporations are behind the 
move, hoping that making the position a 
political appointment will give them more 
influence, to the detriment of authors, artists, 
and musicians.

The Florida legislature is pushing through a 
bill to make it easier to ban books in public 
school. Not only will parents be able to say, “I 
don’t want my kid to read this book”, but 
“activists” without kids in a school district 
will be able to say, “I don’t want any kids to 
read this book”. Opponents point out that the 
law makes it easy to ban books in public schools 
(supported by tax dollars) but not in charter 
schools (also supported by tax dollars) or 
private schools. School district officials are 
not looking forward to having their time wasted 
dealing with attempts to ban books, especially 
from “activists” who don’t even have kids in the 
district.

A Manhattan principal has decided to get rid of 
all textbooks. In a school where last year only 
5% of the 6th to 8th graders passed state math 
exams and only 9% passed state English exams, 
the principal has ordered all the textbooks to 
be disposed of, because textbooks are 
“antiquated”. Now they are going to do things 
the modern way, with computers. But there are 



only 2 computers in most classrooms, and not all 
of them are connected to the internet. Now, the 
teachers hand out worksheets, show videos, and 
give no homework assignments. And advise the 
students to grab books from the piles waiting 
for disposal and take them home before the books 
can be destroyed.

One recent British university study found that 
reading fiction makes people more empathetic. 
Another study found that children who grow up in 
home that have books in them tend to make more 
money when they become adults.

Short Recommendations
by Don Blyly

The Gathering Edge by Sharon Lee and Steve 
Miller ($25.00, signed copies available) is the 
twentieth book in the Liaden Universe series. 
That means that you should not start the series 
with this book, but rather with The Agent Gambit 
($12.00, contains Agents of Change and Carpe 
Diem) and then work your way through this 
excellent space opera series. For those who have 
been following the series, The Gathering Edge is 
a very good addition to the series. Theo Waitley 
and her crew on the AI spaceship Bechimo 
discover that in addition to the debris leaking 
through from another universe, whole spaceships 
that have been trapped in time are leaking 
through from the other universe, including a 
spaceship with some precursors to the Yxtrang 
and a spaceship with only an intelligent tree on 
board. Plot threads that have been spun out in 



the last half dozen books are starting to come 
together.

It’s been 35 years since P.C. Hodgell’s first 
novel in the Kencyrath series, Godstalk, was 
published. The Three-Faced God brought together 
the Kencyrath peoples 30,000 years before the 
start of Godstalk to fight the chaos of Perimal 
Darkling. Since then they have retreated from 
planet to planet as Perimal Darkling consumes 
the planets. They retreated to the planet 
Rathillien three thousand years before the start 
of Godstalk, but are still in conflict with the 
native peoples and gods of Rathillien. The main 
character of the series, Jame, is a Highborn 
woman of the Kencyrath who suspects that she is 
one of the three Tyr-Ridan that prophecy says 
the Three-Faced God will use in the final battle 
with Perimal Darkling. The series as now 
published consists of The God Stalker Chronicles 
($7.99, contains Godstalk and Dark of the Moon), 
Seeker’s Bane ($7.99, contains Seeker’s Mask and 
To Ride a Rathorn), Bound in Blood ($7.99). 
Honor’s Paradox ($7.99). and The Sea of Time 
($15.00). The newest volume, The Gates of 
Tagmeth ($16.00, due early August), is a fine 
addition to this excellent fantasy series. While 
the author did a very good job of providing 
reminders of what has gone before, it had been 3 
years since I read the previous book and I think 
it might have been better if I had re-read the 
previous book before starting the new book. 
There are the nine houses of the Kencyrath, with 
plots between the houses and within the houses, 
plus the various native groups with their plots, 



plus the local gods, and just a whole lot of 
names to try to keep straight. While I enjoyed 
The Gates of Tagmeth without re-reading The Sea 
of Time, I have to wonder how many clues I 
missed because I no longer associated This Name 
with That Plot.

The Rise and Fall of D.O.D.O. by Neal Stephenson 
and Nicole Galland ($35.00, due mid-June) is 
interesting not only for the story, but also how 
the story is told. In modern Boston, a young 
woman who is a low-level faculty member in 
Harvard’s Department of Ancient and Classical 
Linguistics meets a man from a shadowy 
government agency who offers her a large amount 
of money if she will sign a nondisclosure 
agreement and translate a bunch of old documents 
for him. She signs on, ditches a job and a 
department chairman she can’t stand, and becomes 
part of the shadowy D.O.D.O., which she 
eventually learns stands for Department of 
Diachronic Operations. It seems that magic used 
to work, but its effectiveness began to wane 
with the scientific revolution and it died 
completely in 1851. Something about the modern 
world “jams” the “frequencies” that allow magic 
to work, and D.O.D.O. is supposed to figure out 
a way to make magic work again, so that the 
military can use magic to alter historical 
events to bring about changes in the present. 
The story is told by various diary entries from 
various time periods, correspondences, e-mails, 
transcripts of congressional hearings on black 
ops funding requests, and (my favorite) a 
PowerPoint presentation by an MBA efficiency 



expert sent in by the Pentagon, who doesn’t 
understood either the theory or the practice of 
D.O.D.O but insists that he knows how to “secure 
the future of D.O.D.O. by aggressively 
monetizing its unique skill set”. The military 
and political people in Washington never view 
things the same way that the people actually 
doing the work in Boston see things, and even 
the people in Boston never fully realize the 
extent to which the people from the past are 
working towards their own goals instead of 
D.O.D.O.’s goals. Which leads to things like a 
Viking raid on a Walmart store.

Robert Conroy wrote a large number of alternate 
history novels which I enjoyed. He died of 
cancer at the end of 2014, but he left behind a 
partial novel, which was completed by J. R. 
Dunn. The Day After Gettysburg ($25.00, due 
early June) postulates that after the battle of 
Gettysburg, General Lee tries to return his army 
to Virginia but the Potomac is too high to ford. 
So he attacked the disorganized pursuing troops 
of General Meade and achieves a victory. From 
that point, Lee controls a large portion of 
Pennsylvania. Meanwhile, John Wilkes Booth is 
building an organization of supporters to engage 
in sabotage, espionage, and plotting against 
Lincoln. I’m not sure how much of the story was 
finished by Conroy, but the writing style and 
the use of characters feel like the other Conroy 
books.

The Courier by Gerald Brandt ($7.99) is a fresh 
example for not judging a book by its cover. It 



shows somebody in black leather jacket and black 
helmet riding a motorcycle. At least at Uncle 
Hugo’s you would realize that it must be science 
fiction, which wouldn’t be true at most stores. 
It didn’t look at all interesting to me, or to 
most of our customers. But the author was 
visiting from Canada and stopped into the store 
to sign stock and talk about the book. I decided 
to try the book, and I’ve now moved it to our 
recommended sf display. In 2140, the world is 
run by the major corporations, and the major 
corporations have black ops squads to deal with 
their competitors. California from San Francisco 
to the Mexican border is one huge city, with 7 
levels of construction. Only the corporate elite 
are allow in the top 2 levels, and the residents 
of the lower levels never see the sky. Because 
of the dangers of hacking, the major 
corporations don’t send their important data 
through the internet–they use courier services, 
and 90% of the courier runs are transporting 
either false data or no data, so that the other 
corporations won’t know which couriers to try to 
intercept. Kris Ballard is a 16-year-old 
orphaned street kid from level 2, working as a 
motorcycle courier. One night her run is hit by 
a corporate black ops unit, and she barely 
escapes with her life, and her information 
package. Soon she is the target of other black 
ops units. ACE is an underground anti-corporate 
organization that learns of what’s going on. 
They’d love to get their hands on Kris’s 
information package to find out what has the big 
guys so stirred up, but they assume Kris will be 
killed by one of the black ops units. As Kris 



barely avoids death repeatedly, they decide that 
it might be worth trying to save her as well as 
getting the information package. As the action 
continues, we see a lot more of southern 
California, the low-level corporate warfare 
which one corporation wants to escalate, and 
what the package really contains. The sequel, 
The Operative ($26.00), starts 9 months after 
the end of The Courier, after Kris has joined 
ACE, gone through their boot camp, and is ready 
to join the fight against the corporations. The 
third in the series, The Rebel, is scheduled for 
November release.

The Kill Society by Richard Kadrey ($25.99, due 
in June) is the ninth book in the Sandman Slim 
series, and I enjoyed it more than any of the 
books since the first one. Sandman Slim is back 
in hell again, but this time it’s because 
somebody murdered him on Earth. Death has placed 
him directly in the path of the havoc, a 
collection of Hellions and lost souls being lead 
on a crusade by a ruthless con artist who calls 
himself the Magistrate. He can either join the 
havoc or die (again), so he joins the havoc. 
There are a few lost souls among the havoc who 
knew him back on Earth, but they go along with 
the false identity he made up on the spur of the 
moment, and he tries to figure out what the 
purpose is for the crusade, what the Magistrate 
really wants, and how he does what he does. Lots 
of wise-cracking, profanity, and violence 
ensues. The story line is nicely tied up just in 
time for a teaser for the next novel.



The Gods of Sagittarius by Eric Flint and Mike 
Resnick ($25.00) is a space opera with a 
humorous feel to it. Russ Tabor is a cranky 
security specialist who is assigned, much 
against his will, to protect an eccentric genius 
who likes to style himself “Lord Shenoy” on a 
mission to the planet Cthulhu. I found the alien 
characters more interesting and more amusing 
than the human characters. People who enjoy 
Keith Laumer’s Retief series are more likely to 
enjoy this book than are fans of hard sf. It has 
the feel of being the first of a series.

Monster Hunter Siege by Larry Correia ($25.00, 
due early August) is a delight. There are a lot 
of authors who are good at writing action 
stories, but nobody does it with Larry’s sense 
of humor. The Monster Hunter series has some 
books in the main story arc and some books that 
follow particular characters. The last book in 
the main story arc was Monster Hunter Legion, 
where the monsters and the monster hunters 
destroy much of the Las Vegas Strip. The next 
book, Monster Hunter Nemesis, followed Agent 
Franks. At the beginning of Monster Hunter Siege 
the survivors of Las Vegas are trying to heal 
enough (with help from an orc witch doctor) to 
go on another mission, while the physical damage 
caused by Agent Franks is being repaired. MHI’s 
top monster hunter, Owen Z. Pitt, learns that 
some of the hunters that are missing in action 
from the battle in Las Vegas may still be alive, 
but are being held captive in a nightmare 
dimension by the powerful creature behind the 
attack in Las Vegas and a number of other 



attacks. He starts planning a rescue mission, 
which snowballs into the largest single 
operation in MHI history.

Pirate Freedom by Gene Wolfe ($9.99) was a fun 
adventure story. After the communists lost power 
in Cuba, the main character’s father is sent 
from New Jersey to oversee a casino. The son is 
sent to a Cuban monastery, but years later when 
he leaves the monastery he finds that he has 
fallen back in time three centuries, and he 
eventually becomes a pirate. Much of the book 
demonstrates how well Wolfe researched the 
period, historical characters, ship 
construction, etc., before coming to a less than 
satisfying resolution of the time travel 
component of the story.

Recently Received and Forthcoming
Science Fiction

 -- Doctor Who Magazine #509    $11.99   (Where 
next for the Doctor and Nardole? Rufus Hound 
tells us why he's proud to be a fan who gets to 
play a time lord; more.)

 -- Doctor Who Magazine #510    $11.99   
(Remembering John Hurt; more.)

 -- Doctor Who Magazine #511    $11.99   
(Includes a free poster. Pearl Mackie speaks 
out; exclusive previews of the new series; 
more.)

 -- Fantasy & Science Fiction March / April 2017 
$8.99   (New fiction, reviews, more)



 -- Fantasy & Science Fiction May / June 2017    
$8.99   (New fiction, reviews, more)

 -- Locus #674 March 2017    $7.50   (Interviews 
with Jane Yolen and John Joseph Adams; 
forthcoming titles; industry news; reviews; 
more.)

 -- Locus #675 April 2017    $7.50   (Interview 
with Kinuko Y. Craft; artist spotlights; 
industry news; reviews; more.)

 -- Locus #676 May 2017    $7.50   (Interviews 
with Ellen Klages and Paul Tremblay; industry 
news; reviews; more.)

Abnett, Dan -- Ravenor    $16.00   (Warhammer 
40,000: Ravenor #1: Reissue; After his body is 
hideously damaged, Inquisitor Gideon Ravenor is 
encased in a life-support system that keeps him 
alive. He uses his formidable mental powers to 
continue his investigations and thwart the 
machinations of Chaos.)

Adams, Douglas et al -- Dirk Gently: The BBC 
Radio Collection    $42.95   (Full-cast 
dramatizations of Dirk Gently's Holistic 
Detective Agency and The Long Dark Tea-Time of 
the Soul, starring Henry Enfield and Olivia 
Colman.)

Anderson, Poul -- Question and Answer    $32.00  
(Collected Short Works #7: Includes 6 short 
novels, 2 novellas, and 4 short stories.)

Atwater-Rhodes, Amelia -- Of the Abyss    $6.99  
(In Kavet, sorcery is outlawed, and anyone who 
consorts with the Abyssi or the Numini is put 



to death. When guard captain Hansa Viridian is 
implicated in a sorcerer's crimes, his only 
hope of avoiding execution is to turn to the 
Abyss for help.)

Atwood, Margaret -- The Handmaid's Tale    
$15.95   (Reissue; Offred must lie on her back 
once a month and pray that the Commander makes 
her pregnant, because in an age of declining 
births, Handmaids of the Republic of Gilead are 
valued only if they are fertile. Offred can 
remember the days before, when she made love 
with her husband Luke, played with her 
daughter, held a job, had money of her own, and 
was allowed access to knowledge. But all of 
that is gone now.)

Atwood, Margaret -- The Handmaid's Tale    
$22.00   (Offred must lie on her back once a 
month and pray that the Commander makes her 
pregnant, because in an age of declining 
births, Handmaids of the Republic of Gilead are 
valued only if they are fertile. Offred can 
remember the days before, when she made love 
with her husband Luke, played with her 
daughter, held a job, had money of her own, and 
was allowed access to knowledge. But all of 
that is gone now.)

Barker, Clive -- Infernal Parade    $30.00   
(Novella. Convicted criminal Tom Requiem 
returns from the brink of death to restore both 
fear and a touch of awe to a complacent world.)

Broaddus, Maurice -- The Voices of Martyrs    
$14.95   (Collection. 14 afrofuturist stories.)



Brooks, Liana -- Decoherence    $6.99   (Time & 
Shadows #3: PBO; Sam and Mac have made a life 
for themselves, far from the Bureau, mysterious 
corpses, and Dr. Emir's multiverse machine. 
Then Mac disappears, and Sam is once more 
caught up in the silent war she doesn't 
understand.)

Brooks/Addison/Morris (ed) -- Sycorax's 
Daughters    $24.95   (PBO; Anthology. Gothic 
stories and poems, most original to this 
volume, by Black women writers. Includes 
horror, dark fantasy, sf, and steampunk.)

Carlton, Clark Thomas -- Prophet of the Ghost 
Ants    $7.99   (Humans have evolved to the 
size of insects, stalked by night wasps, lair 
spiders, and marauder fleas. Corrupt elites 
enforce a rigid caste system; clergymen and 
royalty wage pointless wars for their own 
glory. Anand, a dung-collector who has known 
nothing but squalor and abuse, wants to lead 
his people against an army who fight atop 
fearsome Ghost Ants. But to his horror, he 
learns that this merciless enemy is led by a 
member of his own family.)

Coates, Ta-Nehisi et al -- A Nation Under Our 
Feet Book 1    $16.99   (Black Panther Volume 
1: Hugo finalist. Full color graphic novel. 
Reprints Black Panther issues 1-4 and Fantastic 
Four issue 52. A dramatic upheaval in Wakanda 
will make leading the African nation tougher 
than ever. A superhuman terrorist group has 
sparked a violent uprising, throwing the land 



famed for its incredible technology and proud 
warrior traditions into turmoil.)

Coates, Ta-Nehisi et al -- A Nation Under Our 
Feet Book 2    $15.99   (Black Panther Volume 
2: PBO; Full color graphic novel. Reprints 
Black Panther issues 5-8 and Jungle Action 
issues 6-7. As Zenzi and the People poison 
Wakanda's populace against their king, a cabal 
of nation-breakers is assembled. With few 
allies of his own to call on, T'Challa must 
rely on the Hatut Zeraze and fellow Avenger 
Manifold.)

Cornell, Paul -- The Lost Child of Lychford    
$14.99   (Lychford #2: PBO; Novella. The 
apparition of a small boy has found its way to 
Lizzie at St. Martin's Church, with a simple 
request: 'No hurting.' Can the witches figure 
out what the danger is, and how to stop it?)

Dick, Philip K. -- Second Variety and Other 
Classic Stories    $16.00   (Reissue; 
Collection. 24 short stories written in the 
1950s.)

Dunne, Lexie -- How to Save the World    $6.99   
(Hostage Girl #3: PBO; Gail Godwin is done with 
superheroes and their shadowy schemes, until a 
figure from her past resurfaces, bringing with 
him a plague that changes the game for every 
superhero and villain out there.)

Elison, Meg -- The Book of Etta    $14.95   
(Sequel to The Book of the Unnamed Midwife. 
Mothers and midwives are sacred in the village 
of survivors, but instead Etta roams the 



desolate territory beyond, salvaging useful 
relics of the ruined past. When slavers seize 
those she loves, Etta vows to release and 
avenge them.)

French, Aaron J. (ed) -- The Gods of H.P. 
Lovecraft    $24.95   (Anthology. 12 original 
tales featuring the principal deities of the 
Mythos.)

Grant, Maxwell -- Death Token / Three Stamps of 
Death    $14.95   (Shadow #112: Pulp reprints.)

Grant, Maxwell -- Legacy of Death / The Devil's 
Partner    $14.95   (Shadow #113: Pulp 
reprints.)

Grant, Maxwell -- Death by Proxy / Loot of Death 
$14.95   (Shadow #114: Pulp reprints.)

Grant, Maxwell -- The Keeper's Gold / Forgotten 
Gold    $14.95   (Shadow #115: Pulp reprints.)

Grant, Maxwell -- Master of Flame / Town of Hate 
$14.95   (Shadow #117: Pulp reprints.)

Grant, Mira -- Final Girls    $40.00   (Novella. 
Signed and numbered. Dr. Jennifer Webb has 
invented VR tech that purports to heal 
psychological wounds by running clients through 
scenarios - straight out of horror movies and 
nightmares - in a carefully controlled 
environment, with a medical cocktail running 
through their veins. But can real change come 
so easily? Journalist Esther Hoffman doubts it, 
and is determined to unearth the truth about 
Dr. Webb's company.)



Greenwood, Ed -- Death Masks    $7.99   
(Forgotten Realms: Everyone now knows that 
someone is killing the Lords of Waterdeep one 
by one. But who is behind it?)

Habershaw, Auston -- No Good Deed    $6.99   
(Saga of the Redeemed #2: PBO; Cursed with a 
magic ring that forbids skulduggery, Tyvian has 
been reduced to fencing moldy relics and 
wheedling favors. But somebody is trying to get 
his attention, playing a high-stakes game that 
will draw Tyvian and his friends back to the 
city of his birth.)

Haley, Guy -- The Ghoul King    $14.99   (PBO; 
Novella. After fighting a series of 
gladiatorial bouts against the dead, Quinn 
finds himself in the employ of a woman on a 
quest to find the secret to repairing her semi-
functional robot. But the technological secret 
it guards may be one truth too many.)

James, Elliott -- Legend Has It    $15.99   (Pax 
Arcana #5: Someone, somewhere, is reading a 
magic book that is reading them back. The line 
between fantasy and reality is breaking down, 
and real life is becoming a fairy tale. John 
Charming and his band of monster hunters race 
to find the real villain of the story.)

Jones, G. Wayman -- The Black Bat and the Trojan 
Horse / The Black Bat's Dragon Trail    $14.95  
(Black Bat #6: Pulp reprints.)

Jones, G. Wayman -- The Black Bat's Justice / 
The Black Bat and the Red Menace    $14.95   
(Black Bat #7: Pulp reprints.)



King, S/Chizmar, R -- Gwendy's Button Box    
$25.00   (Novella. Every day in the summer of 
1974, 12-year-old Gwendy has climbed the stairs 
from Castle Rock up to Castle View. A stranger 
calls to Gwendy; on a bench sits a man in black 
jeans, a black coat, and a white shirt. On his 
head is a small black hat. The time will come 
when Gwendy has nightmares about that hat.)

King, Tom et al -- Little Worse Than a Man    
$17.99   (Vision Volume 1: Hugo finalist. Full 
color graphic novel. Reprints issues 1-6 of the 
comic book. The Vision wants to be human, and 
what's more human than family? So he heads back 
to the laboratory where Ultron created him. 
There he builds a wife, Virginia, and teenage 
twins Viv and Vin. They look like him. They 
have his powers. They share his grandest 
ambition - the need to be ordinary.)

King, Tom et al -- Little Better Than a Beast    
$17.99   (Vision Volume 2: PBO; Full color 
graphic novel. Reprints 7-12 issues of the 
comic book. Once upon a time a robot and a 
witch fell in love. What followed was a tale of 
the dead and the dying, of the hopeful and the 
lost, of the wronged and the avenged. This is 
the story of Scarlet Witch and the Vision. 
Before family, there was love. And war.)

Kingfisher, T. -- The Halcyon Fairy Book    
$30.00   (A collection of wry and insightful 
comments on traditional fairy tales, originally 
presented in her blog, along with her first 
collection of fairy-tale inspired stories, Toad 



Words, previously only available as a self-
published ebook.)

Kloos, Marko -- Fields of Fire    $14.95   
(Frontline #5: Mars has been under Lanky 
control for more than a year. In that time, 
Earth's alliance forces have rebuilt their 
fleets, and now it's time to take the fight to 
the Lankies.)

Lee, Tanith -- Delusion's Master    $7.99   
(Flat Earth #3: Reissue; Chuz, Prince of 
Madness, 'takes pity' on the world. In his 
embrace, mortal minds repose in a tide of 
illusion and twisted desire. Yet no one is 
immune from the sweetest madness of all, and 
even immortals fall at the cast of the bone 
dice.)

Lee, Tanith -- Delirium's Mistress    $7.99   
(Flat Earth #4: Reissue; Raised on an isolated 
isle in the demons' realm, guarded and hidden 
away from demon and mortal alike, Azhriaz was 
meant to sleep forever. But other forces in the 
Underneath are moving to awaken her.)

Lee, Tanith -- Night's Sorceries    $7.99   
(Flat Earth #5: Reissue; Azhriaz and her lover 
Prince Chuz have fled to the mortal realm of 
the Flat Earth to escape her father's wrath. 
But Azhrarn will not be so easily deterred, and 
in the wake of the lovers' flight, bizarre new 
enchantments emerge.)

Liu, Marjorie et al -- Awakening    $9.99   
(Monstress Volume 1: Hugo finalist. Full color 
graphic novel. Reprints issues 1-6 of the 



comic. In a matriarchal 1900s Asia, a teenage 
girl struggles to survive the trauma of war. 
She shares a psychic link with a monster of 
tremendous power, a connection that will 
transform them both, and make them the target 
of powers both human and otherworldly.)

Lumley, Brian -- Earth, Air, Fire & Water    
$34.95   (Collection. 4 tales of elemental 
Mythos horror, including 1 original to this 
volume.)

Lyons, Susan W. -- Time's Oldest Daughter    
$18.00   (PBO; As the cosmic Big Bang propels 
Time, energy, and matter into motion, God and 
Satan squabble over their respective domains 
while Sin and her son Death stew in despair at 
the Gates of Hell. All she wants is to care for 
her child, who has an enormous appetite but 
nothing to eat in their prison, other than 
herself. Then Sin notices the clean and 
sparkling garden of Eden, where Death's cousins 
Adam and Eve enjoy delightful childhoods and 
plenty of fresh, wholesome food in a setting 
where Death himself could thrive. What is a 
good mother to do?)

Martinez, Juan -- Best Worst American    $16.00  
(PBO; Collection. Fantasy and sf short stories 
about displacement, exile, and identity.)

Maslakovic, Neve -- The Bellbottom Incident    
$13.99   (Olsen & Kirkland #3: Julie and Nate 
are facing their toughest challenge: their 
adopted niece from the lost city of Pompeii has 
gone missing, in the bellbottom decade of all 



places, with the only clues to her whereabouts 
hidden in a Vonnegut novel.)

McLemore, Anna-Marie -- When the Moon Was Ours   
$18.99   (Ages 12 and up. Tiptree Award winner. 
Everyone thinks best friends Miel and Sam are 
as strange as they are inseparable. Roses grow 
out of Miel's wrist. Sam is known for the moons 
he paints and hangs in the trees, and for how 
little anyone knows about his early life. Now 
the Bonner girls, four sisters rumored to be 
witches, want the roses that grow from Miel's 
skin, convinced that their scent can make 
anyone fall in love. And they're willing to use 
every secret Miel has fought to protect to make 
sure she gives them up.)

Nesbit, E. -- Horror Stories    $15.95   (Before 
she became a famous children's author, Nesbit 
wrote for adults, including the ghost and 
horror stories collected here.)

Olson, Melissa F. -- Midnight Curse    $14.95   
(Disrupted Magic #1: Molly, a vampire, had been 
living with human college students - and in one 
terrible night she slaughtered them all. 
Scarlett Bernard believes Molly has been set 
up, but no one else agrees with her. Scarlett 
has less than two days to prove her friend's 
innocence.)

Reeve, Philip -- Railhead    $10.95   (Ages 14 
and up. Andre Norton Award finalist. Zen is a 
petty thief who aimlessly rides the sentient 
trains that travel from planet to planet. Then 
a mysterious stranger offers him the chance of 
a lifetime. All he has to do is steal one small 



box from the Emperor's train. But that little 
box might just bring everything in this galaxy 
and the next to the end of the line.)

Robeson, Kenneth -- The Mystic Mullah / Terror 
Takes 7 (Bama cover)    $14.95   (Doc Savage 
#46: Pulp reprints.)

Rowell, Rainbow -- Carry On    $10.99   (Ages 13 
and up. Simon Snow is the worst Chosen One 
ever. That's what his roommate Baz says. Baz 
might be a vampire, and evil, but he's probably 
right. Half the time Simon can't make his wand 
work, and the other half he starts something on 
fire. Not good, especially with a magic-eating 
monster running around at the Watford School of 
Magicks.)

Scalzi, John -- The Dispatcher    $28.00   
(Novella. It has become almost impossible to 
murder anyone - now nearly everyone who is 
intentionally killed comes back to life. It 
changes everything: war, crime, daily life. 
Tony Valdez is a licensed professional whose 
job is to humanely dispatch those in death's 
crosshairs, so they can have a second chance to 
avoid the reaper. When a former friend is 
apparently kidnapped, Tony learns that there 
are some things that are worse than death, and 
that some people are ready to do almost 
anything to avenge what they see as a wrong.)

Tchaikovsky, Adrian -- Children of Time    
$14.95   (Arthur C. Clarke Award winner. The 
last remnants of the human race left a dying 
Earth. Following their ancestors' star maps, 
they discovered a world terraformed and 



prepared for human life. But all is not right 
in this new Eden - new masters have turned it 
from a refuge into humanity's worst nightmare.)

Thomas, Sheree Renee -- Sleeping Under the Tree 
of Life    $12.00   (PBO; Slim collection of 
poetry and stories about science and nature, 
fantasy, mythology, and the recounting of 
history.)

Wilkinson, Toby (trans) -- Writings from Ancient 
Egypt    $17.00   (A diverse group of writings 
translated into modern English, including tales 
of shipwreck and wonder, first-hand accounts of 
battles and natural disasters, obelisk 
inscriptions, mortuary spells, funeral hymns, 
songs, satires, and life advice from a pharaoh 
to his son.)

Xu, Ru -- NewsPrints    $12.99   (PBO; Ages 8 
and up. Full color graphic novel. There's a war 
going on, and girls are expected to help the 
economy by selling cookies. But Blue prefers to 
disguise herself as a boy and work for the only 
paper in town that tells the truth. On her 
paper route one day, she meets a strange 
inventor who offers to make her his apprentice. 
And then she meets Crow, a boy who is also not 
what he seems.)

Yuknavitch, Lidia -- The Book of Joan    $26.99  
(Fleeing unending violence and Earth's now-
radioactive surface, humans have regrouped to a 
mysterious platform known as CIEL. The 
surviving humans have become sexless, pale 
creatures floating in isolation. Out of the 
ranks of the endless wars rises a cult leader 



who turns CIEL into a quasi-corporate police 
state. A group of rebels unite, galvanized by 
the heroic song of the child-warrior Joan. When 
she is killed, the consequences are 
astonishing.)

Zaglanis, Charles P. -- Dark Horizons    $14.95  
(PBO; Anthology. Evil lurks in the endless 
depths of space in these stories.)

Expected Early June

Afsharirad, David (ed) -- The Year's Best 
Military and Adventure SF Volume 3    $16.00   
(PBO; Anthology. Some of the best stories of 
2016.)

Andrews, Ilona -- White Hot    $7.99   (Hidden 
Legacy #2: Nevada's magical ability to tell 
when people are lying has kept her family's 
detective agency afloat. But her new case pits 
her against forces that almost destroyed 
Houston before, and brings her back into 
contact with Prime Connor Rogan.)

Armstrong, Kelley -- Betrayals    $13.50   
(Cainsville #4: Someone is killing street kids, 
and the police have tied Ricky to the crimes. 
Gabriel and Olivia set out to help clear his 
name, but soon all three are tangled in a web 
of betrayals. Will they fulfill their destinies 
by staying true to their real bonds, or succumb 
to the extraordinary forces trying to win an 
eternal war by tearing them apart?)



Baldwin, Kathleen -- Exile for Dreamers    $9.99 
(Stranje House #2: Ages 13 and up. 1814: 
Napoleon has escaped from Elba, Europe is in 
shambles, and Britain is at war. The traitorous 
Lady Daneska and the Ghost have returned to 
England to pave the way for Napoleon's 
invasion. Can the young ladies at Stranje House 
use their paranormal abilities to thwart them?)

Black, J. Patrick -- Ninth City Burning    
$16.00   (The aliens came, bringing a weapon 
that devastated cities in the blink of an eye. 
It seemed nothing could stop them - until 
humans discovered they could wield the power 
too. Centuries later, Earth is still locked in 
a war of attrition, and those who refused to 
support the war have been exiled to the wilds. 
But the enemy's tactics are shifting - and 
heroes will rise from unlikely quarters to 
fight back.)

Boop, David (ed) -- Straight Out of Tombstone    
$16.00   (PBO; Anthology. Steampunk, fantasy, 
and sf stories set in the Old West.)

Brennan, Marie -- Lightning in the Blood    
$11.99   (Varekai #2: Novella. Ree, now a 
roaming archon, has spent her last innumerable 
seasons orbiting the lands of her friend Aadet, 
who has become involved in his people's post-
revolution politics. Then Ree falls in with a 
wandering band accompanied by their own archon, 
who seems to know much more about Ree's own 
origins than Ree does.)

Charnock, Anne -- Dreams Before the Start of 
Time    $14.95   (Near-future London: Millie 



and Toni experience the aftershocks of human 
progress as their children and grandchildren 
embrace new ways of making babies. A man can 
create a child without a woman, a woman can 
create a child without a man, and artificial 
wombs eliminate the struggles of pregnancy. But 
what does it mean to be a parent? A child? A 
family?)

Clapham, Mark -- Tyrant of the Hollow Worlds    
$17.00   (Warhammer 40,000: Space Marine 
Battles: The Red Corsairs have seized the 
Hollow Worlds of Lastrati, and are well 
entrenched by the time the Space Wolves arrive. 
Will the Hollow Worlds be destroyed by the 
forces that have been unleashed?)

Coles, Bennett R. -- Ghosts of War    $7.99   
(Virtues of War #2: The Terran military has 
defeated the invading fleet, but a covert agent 
has used Centauri tech to access secrets that 
could lead to millions of deaths. Kane, Emmes, 
and Mallory again find themselves at the 
forefront of the planet's defenses.)

Conroy, Robert/Dunn, J.R. -- The Day After 
Gettysburg    $25.00   (After a terrible 
setback at Gettysburg, General Lee turns the 
tables with a vicious counterattack, and sets 
off across Pennsylvania. Meanwhile, a crazed 
actor closes in on President Lincoln.)

Correia, Larry -- Monster Hunter Alpha signed 
leatherbound edition    $35.00   (MHI #3: 
Reissue; When MHI leader Earl Harbinger 
receives word that one of his oldest foes, a 
werewolf that worked for the KGB, has appeared 



in the Michigan woods, he heads there to take 
care of unfinished business. But another force 
is working to bring about the creation of a new 
species of werewolf. When darkness falls, the 
final hunt begins, and the only thing standing 
in their way is a handful of locals, a lot of 
firepower, and Earl; Signed copies)

Dalby, Richard (ed) -- Dracula's Brethren    
$14.99   (Anthology. Classic vampire stories 
written between 1820 and 1910.)

Dalby, Richard (ed) -- Dracula's Brood    $14.99 
(Anthology. Classic vampire stories written 
between 1867 and 1940.)

Dembski-Bowden, Aaron -- The Master of Mankind   
$18.00   (Warhammer 40,000: Horus Heresy: 
Untold billions curse the name of Horus, but 
some whisper that the blame lies with the 
Emperor instead. Years after retreating from 
the Great Crusade to unknown endeavors beneath 
the Imperial Palace on Terra, he now wages a 
very different kind of war deep within the 
ancient eldar webway - against all the daemonic 
forces of Chaos.)

DuBois, Brendan -- Red Vengeance    $16.00   
(PBO; A Creeper base agrees to surrender, but 
the surrender turns into a bloody ambush. As 
events unfold, it begins to dawn on teenage 
Sgt. Randy Knox that the US government may not 
want the war to end.)

Feehan, Christine -- Shadow Reaper    $7.99   
(Shadow Riders #2: PBO; Being a shadow rider is 
in Ricco's blood, but so is a haunting 



desperation stemming from the secrets of his 
dark past. Just when he has given up hope, he 
meets a mysterious woman whose shadow connects 
with his.)

Flanagan, John -- The Ghostfaces    $8.99   
(Brotherband #6: Ages 10 and up. When a massive 
storm blows the crew far off course, they find 
themselves in unfamiliar lands. Befriended by a 
local tribe, they must help them repel an 
invasion by another tribe.)

Flint/Offord/Boatright -- The Chronicles of Dr. 
Gribbleflotz    $7.99   (Ring of Fire: 1636: 
Dr. Gribbleflotz is the world's greatest 
alchemist. When he applies his knowledge to the 
muddled and confused notions the West 
Virginians call 'chemistry', he leaves 
obscurity behind, playing a central role in 
jump-starting the new chemical and marital aids 
industries, and pioneering the fields of 
pyramidology and aura imaging.)

Foster, Alan Dean -- Alien: Covenant    $7.99   
(PBO; Novelization of the film.)

Gaiman, Neil et al -- Free Country: A Tale of 
the Children's Crusade    $19.99   (Full color 
graphic novel. Collects the 2-issue miniseries, 
with a new middle chapter by Toby Litt 
completing the tale, and a new introduction by 
Gaiman.)

Gilligan, ElizaBeth -- Sovereign Silk    $7.99   
(Silken Magic #3: PBO; The future of Tyrrhia is 
endangered when assassins target King Alban 
while Queen Idala lies on the brink of death. 



At this uncertain time, magical and diabolical 
plots converge.)

Grant, Mira -- Feedback    $9.99   (Newsflesh: A 
novel overlapping the events of Feed, showing 
the presidential campaign from the perspective 
of a team of scrappy underdog reporters 
covering the Democratic side of things.)

Green, Simon R. -- Moonbreaker    $27.00   
(Eddie Drood #11: With the help of a fellow 
prisoner of the extraterrestrial variety, Eddie 
and Molly escape Other Drood Hall, only to find 
that things at home are even more dangerous 
than when they left. Eddie will do anything to 
find the terrible secret that is Moonbreaker.)

Greenberg, Jeremy -- Sorry I Humped Your Leg    
$9.99   (PBO; Letters from overly enthusiastic, 
behavior-challenged dogs, accompanied by full 
color photos.)

Harding, Traci -- Dreaming of Zhou Gong    
$16.99   (Time Keeper #1: The Shang Emperor and 
his enchantress rule in ancient China, and it 
is a terrible time for the people of the land. 
The Ji brothers believe an ancient prophecy has 
predicted the emperor's fall, but to bring that 
about, they must travel to the sacred mountain 
of Li Shan and seek out the mysterious Wu.)

Higgins, C.A. -- Supernova    $16.00   
(Lightless #2: Constance, the leader of the 
revolution, has won the galaxy, but may be 
losing her soul. And Althea has devoted her 
life to protecting her ship - which has now 



become sentient, and is learning what it means 
to be human.)

Higgins, C.A. -- Radiate    $27.00   (Lightless 
#3: Ananke is on a quest to find companionship, 
understanding, and even love, accompanied by 
Althea, the engineer who created her, and whom 
she sees as her mother. And she is in search of 
Matthew, the programmer whose code gave her the 
spark of life. Matthew is on a strange quest of 
his own, traveling the galaxy alongside Ivan, 
with whom he shares a deeply painful history.)

Holder, Nancy -- Wonder Woman    $7.99   (PBO; 
Novelization of the film.)

Hough, Jason M. -- Injection Burn    $9.99   
(Dire Universe #1: PBO; Selected by an alien AI 
to save her makers, Skyler Luiken and his crew 
are headed deep into space - and enemy 
territory.)

Huff, Tanya -- A Peace Divided    $26.00   
(Peacekeeper #2: When the scientists doing a 
preliminary dig on a Class Two planet are taken 
hostage, Torin Kerr's Strike Team is sent to 
free them.)

Jeter, K.W. -- Grim Expectations    $9.99   
(George Dower #3: PBO; On her deathbed, Miss 
McThane entrusts Dower with a small clockwork 
box. When she dies, Dower is able to open it, 
and finds hundreds of letters written in an 
unknown hand, telling of an ongoing search for 
someone. The last is a simple note: 'Found 
him.')



Jordan, Robert et al -- The Wheel of Time 
Companion    $19.99   (Wheel of Time: An A to Z 
guide to the people, places, and history of the 
epic fantasy series, including a dictionary of 
the Old Tongue, maps, portraits, histories and 
customs, and much more.)

Kadrey, Richard -- The Kill Society    $25.99   
(Sandman Slim #9: Finding himself on the far 
edge of the Tenebrae, desolate home of the lost 
dead, Slim joins a caravan of the damned on a 
mysterious crusade.)

Keyes, Greg -- War for the Planet of the Apes: 
Revelations    $7.99   (PBO; Official prequel 
to the new film.)

Klages, Ellen -- Wicked Wonders    $15.95   
(Collection. Fantasy and sf stories full of 
wit, empathy, and courage.)

Korpon, Nik -- The Rebellion's Last Traitor    
$7.99   (PBO; After decades of war, the 
Tathadann Party restored order to Eitan City by 
outlawing the past and rewriting history. 
Memory is a commodity, bought and sold. Henraek 
works draining citizen's memories. Everything 
changes when he harvests a memory of his own 
wife's death in the rebellion that once tore 
the city apart.)

Lackey, Mercedes -- A Study in Sable    $7.99   
(Elemental Masters #11: Psychics Sarah and Nan 
find themselves working with Elemental Masters 
John and Mary Watson, helping with 
investigations that a famous consulting 



detective won't touch because they are tainted 
with 'mumbo-jumbo'.)

Lee, J.M. -- Shadows of the Dark Crystal    
$9.99   (Dark Crystal #1: Ages 12 and up. Years 
before the events of the film, a young Gelfling 
woman leaves her secluded home to uncover the 
truth about her brother's disappearance.)

Levine, David D. -- Arabella of Mars    $7.99   
(Arabella Ashby #1: Andre Norton Award winner. 
Arabella Ashby was raised on the Martian 
frontier, but her mother sent her back to 
London, England, to learn to be a proper lady. 
Now, to save her brother from certain death, 
she must find a way back to Mars. Can she pass 
as a boy on a Mars Trading Company ship, 
weather the war between Britain and Napoleonic 
France, learn how to sail, and survive a 
mutiny?)

Martinez, Michael J. -- Inception    $7.99   
(MJ-12 #1: In the aftermath of WWII, normal 
people across the US have inexplicably gained 
paranormal abilities. These Variants will be 
controlled by a secret government program, 
opening a new front in the Cold War. And they 
will soon learn there are others out there like 
them, with far more malevolent goals.)

Milan, Victor -- The Dinosaur Knights    $9.99   
(Dinosaur Lords #2: Karyl Bogomirsky has chosen 
to rally those who seek peace, but the Empire 
has announced a religious crusade against them 
and declared them anathema. And now the dreaded 
Grey Angels, fabled weapons of the Gods, have 



arrived on Paradise, come to rid the world of 
sin.)

Moren, Dan -- The Caledonian Gambit    $15.99   
(The galaxy is mired in a Cold War between two 
superpowers. Eli Brody fled his home on 
Caledonia years ago. Simon Kovalic knows 
Caledonia is a lit fuse hurtling toward 
detonation - and he needs Brody's connections 
there. But Brody and Kovalic soon realize that 
it's the things they don't know that will tip 
the scales of galactic peace.)

Navarro, Yvonne -- The Usual Sacrifices    $7.99 
(Supernatural: Novel based on the TV series.)

Newman, Emma -- All Good Things    $14.99   
(Split Worlds #5: PBO; Amid death, deceit, and 
the struggle for freedom, friendships are 
tested, families are destroyed, and heroes are 
forged as the battle to control the Split 
Worlds rages on.)

O'Neil, Henry V. -- Live Echoes    $6.99   (Sim 
War #5: The discovery of Omega, a mysterious 
planet far from the fighting, could hold the 
key to resolving the decades-long war.)

Oblivion, King -- Supreme Villainy    $16.99   
(PBO; From the endless documents discovered in 
a hidden lair, a supervillain's life story has 
been compiled, providing an intimate look at 
the mastermind who once ruled the globe with an 
iron fist (and ray gun).)

Pitre, Giuseppe -- Catarina the Wise and Other 
Wondrous Sicilian Folk and Fairy Tales    



$20.00   (Fifty tales edited and translated by 
noted folklore scholar Jack Zipes.)

Pullman, Philip et al -- The Adventures of John 
Blake: Mystery of the Ghost Ship    $19.99   
(Ages 8 and up. Graphic novel. Trapped in the 
mists of time by an experiment gone wrong, John 
Blake and his ship sail between the centuries, 
searching for a way home.)

Reed, Kit -- Mormama    $25.99   (Lane and her 
son Theo have returned to their family's house, 
where an ancient trio of tyrannical aunts rule. 
Something about the house isn't right. Things 
happen to the men and boys living there.)

Ribar, Lindsay -- Rocks Fall, Everyone Dies    
$10.99   (Ages 12 and up. Andre Norton Award 
finalist. Aspen Quick has never really worried 
about how he's affecting people when he steals 
from them. But this summer he'll discover just 
how strong the Quick family magic is - and how 
far they'll go to keep their secrets safe.)

Rice, Anne -- Prince Lestat and the Realms of 
Atlantis    $16.95   (Vampire Chronicles #12: 
Lestat battles with an ancient, otherworldly 
Atalantaya spirit that has somehow taken 
possession of his undead body and soul.)

Ringo, J/Poole, G (ed) -- Black Tide Rising    
$7.99   (Black Tide Rising: Anthology. 12 
original stories set in Ringo's zombie 
apocalypse universe.)

Salvatore, R.A. -- Maestro    $7.99   (Forgotten 
Realms: Homecoming #2: Something unspeakable 



has come to Menzoberranzan and is leaving death 
and destruction in its wake.)

Sanders, Ted -- The Harp and the Ravenvine    
$7.99   (Keepers #2: Ages 8 and up. Horace can 
see into the future, and Chloe can walk through 
walls. But before either of them can get used 
to their new talents, a new threat looms for 
all the Keepers, and they must prepare to 
battle the Mordin.)

Shatner, W/Fisher, D -- Leonard: My Fifty-Year 
Friendship with a Remarkable Man    $16.99   
(Anecdotes and stories of their lives on and 
off set, as well as stories gathered from 
Nimoy's close friends and family.)

Smith, Nicholas S -- Extinction Horizon    $5.99 
(Extinction Cycle #1: When a top secret Medical 
Corps facility goes dark, Delta Force Team 
Ghost is called in to face their deadliest 
enemy yet - a strain of Ebola that turns people 
into monsters. As cities fall, Team Ghost is 
ordered to keep Dr. Kate Lovato alive long 
enough to find a cure. What she uncovers will 
change everything.)

Snodgrass, Melinda -- The High Ground    $7.99   
(Imperials #1: Mercedes is the first woman 
admitted to the Star Command's elite training 
academy, and she must graduate if she hopes to 
succeed her father as Emperor. But a civil war 
is coming, and political machinations threaten 
the cadets.)

Tobin, Paul et al -- Curse of Crows    $17.99   
(Witcher GN Volume 3: Full color graphic novel. 



Collects issues 1-5 of the comic miniseries. 
Geralt and Ciri become embroiled in a brutal 
story of revenge.)

Tribe, Steve -- A Brief History of Time Lords    
$19.99   (Doctor Who: Full color. The 
definitive guide to the oldest and most 
powerful civilization in the universe.)

Turtledove, Harry -- Fallout    $9.99   (Hot War 
#2: With the destruction of Paris by Russian 
bombers, the war ramps up to scalding. And even 
those previously untouched by the war find 
themselves in a living hell as Russia and the 
US continue to raise the stakes.)

Valente, Catherynne M. -- The Refrigerator 
Monologues    $19.99   (There's a long history 
in comic books of women characters being 
'fridged': killed, raped, brainwashed, driven 
mad, disabled, or stripped of their powers for 
the sole purpose of advancing a male 
superhero's storyline. In these linked stories, 
told from the women's viewpoints, Valentine 
subverts that trope.)

Ward, Dayton -- Hearts and Minds    $7.99   
(Star Trek: The Next Generation: PBO; While 
exploring the Odyssean Pass, Captain Picard and 
his crew discover what they believe is a 
previously uncharted world. Then a message from 
Starfleet Command warns them there's more to 
this planet than meets the eye.)

Ward, J.R. -- Blood Vow    $7.99   (Black Dagger 
Legacy #2: Axe, a tough vampire warrior, and 
Elise, a quick-witted aristocrat, develop an 



irresistible attraction as they work together 
to solve a mystery.)

Warom, Ren -- Escapology    $7.99   (Shock Pao 
#1: In the virtual world of Slip, there's 
nothing Shock Pao can't steal for the right 
price. In the real world, when he's offered a 
job breaking into a corporate databank, he 
accepts.)

Watson, Angus -- You Die When You Die    $15.99  
(West of West #1: You can't change your fate, 
so throw yourself into battle. That's what 
Finn's tribe believes. When their settlement is 
massacred, Finn and some companions escape, 
battling their way across the unfamiliar 
landscape. Finn wants to live - at least long 
enough to tell Thyri how he feels about her.)

Wells, Dan -- Nothing Left to Lose    $14.99   
(John Wayne Cleaver #6: Monster hunter John 
Cleaver faces a final confrontation with the 
Withered.)

Wells, Martha -- All Systems Red    $14.99   
(Murderbot Diaries #1: Novella. In a corporate-
dominated future, planetary missions must be 
approved and supplied by the Company, and 
accompanied by security droids. On a distant 
planet, a self-aware SecUnit has hacked its own 
governor module, and is balanced between self-
discovery and an idle instinct to kill all 
humans. But when a neighboring mission goes 
dark, it's up to the droid and the team of 
scientists it accompanies to get to the truth.)



Wendig, Chuch -- Invasive    $7.99   (At the 
scene of a horrifying murder, FBI consultant 
Hannah Stander discovers that someone is 
weaponizing the natural world in a most 
unnatural way. Discovering who and why will 
take her on a terrifying chase.)

Westbrook, Matt -- Bladestorm    $16.00   
(Warhammer: Age of Sigmar: Realmgate Wars: 
Thostos Bladestorm has not been the same since 
his Reforging; now he is cold and unforgiving, 
hungry only for battle. But there is little 
time for his fellow Eternals to come to terms 
with his transformation, as they are sent to 
the Realm of Beasts to capture a vital 
realmgate.)

Yancey, Rick -- The Last Star    $10.99   (5th 
Wave #3: Ages 14 and up. Betrayed first by the 
Others and then by themselves, Earth's 
remaining survivors need to decide what's most 
important: saving themselves, or saving what 
makes them human.)

Expected Mid June

Adams, Douglas et al -- The Salmon of Doubt 
Volume 1    $19.99   (Dirk Gently GN: Full 
color graphic novel. Adaptation of the novel.)

Anderson, Taylor -- Devil's Due    $27.00   
(Destroyermen #12: With his wife and crew 
prisoners of Kurokawa, the League and Dominion 
plotting, and the Grik trying to build their 



swarm and concentrate power, Captain Reddy 
faces danger on all sides.)

Annandale, David -- Lemartes    $19.00   
(Warhammer 40,000: Space Marine Legends: 
Lemartes is a Space Marine warrior who is ever 
close to falling into the grip of the Black 
Rage. When he is awakened to lead the Death 
Company, he must battle his incipient madness 
as his forces clash with the blood-crazed 
servants of Chaos.)

Brooks, Terry -- The Black Elfstone    $28.00   
(Shannara: Fall of Shannara #1: The Four Lands 
have been at peace for generations, but now a 
mysterious army of invaders is cutting a bloody 
swathe across a remote region.)

Chen, Curtis C. -- Kangaroo Too    $26.99   
(Kangaroo #2: Secret agent Kangaroo's 
spacecraft was wrecked by a rogue robot. The 
agency tracks the bot back to the Moon, where a 
retired miner might have intel about the 
sabotage. But what should be a simple 
infiltration is hindered by nearly a million 
tourists celebrating the anniversary of the 
first Moon landing - and things only get more 
complicated from there.)

Christian, C/Buchanan, M -- Gladiator    $15.99  
(Wolf's Empire #1: The Roman Empire never fell, 
but now it is being torn apart by galactic 
civil war. When her mother and brother are 
murdered, young noblewoman Accala Viridius 
sacrifices privilege and status to train as a 
gladiator and enter the deadly imperial games, 



the only arena where she can seek vengeance on 
her enemies.)

Cohen, Neil -- Nuke Jersey    $16.95   (Sequel 
to Exit Zero. New Jersey is still sealed off 
from the rest of the world, but life goes on as 
usual - except with zombies.)

Cooper, Brenda -- Wilders    $18.00   (Project 
Earth #1: PBO; Coryn and her companion robot 
leave the megacity of Seacouver to hunt for 
Coryn's sister Lou, who left the city years ago 
to work on a rewilding crew. On the journey, 
Coryn discovers a group whose plans may 
endanger the city.)

Croggon, Alison -- The Bone Queen    $17.99   
(Pellinor Prequel: Ages 12 and up. With 
darkness gathering and Bards giving in to fear 
and paranoia, it falls to a guilt-ridden ex-
Bard and a neophyte with unsettling abilities 
to bring peace to the living and the dead.)

Datlow, Ellen (ed) -- The Best Horror of the 
Year Volume 9    $15.99   (Anthology. Some of 
the best stories of 2016.)

Davis, Jim -- Garfield Cooks Up Trouble    
$14.00   (Garfield #63: PBO; Full color comic 
strips.)

Dietz, William C. -- Seek and Destroy    $27.00  
(America Rising #2: With people struggling to 
survive the aftereffects of the meteor strikes, 
a wealthy consortium conspires to rebuild the 
US as a corporate entity. As a second civil war 



rages, the Union president battles to keep the 
country whole.)

Drayden, Nicky -- The Prey of Gods    $15.99   
(PBO; In South Africa, the future looks 
promising. Except a new drug is sweeping the 
country, an AI uprising is swelling, and an 
ancient demigoddess is bent on regaining her 
former status. A young Zulu girl, a queer teen 
with mind control powers, a pop diva, and a 
politician band together to ensure there's a 
future left to worry about.)

Durbin, Frederic S. -- A Green and Ancient Light 
$15.99   (The tranquility of a boy's summer 
visit to his grandmother's village is shattered 
by the crash of a bullet-riddled enemy plane, 
the arrival of Mr. Girandole - who knows the 
true story of Cinderella's slipper - and the 
discovery of a riddle in the sacred grove 
behind grandmother's house.)

Feehan, Christine -- Power Game    $7.99   
(GhostWalkers #13: When terrorists take 
hostages in Indonesia, enhanced super-soldier 
Zeke Fortune leads the rescue team, including 
Bellisia, a spy genetically engineered to hide 
in plain sight. She feels Zeke is the sort of 
man she could settle down with - if she can 
keep him alive long enough.)

Fry, Jason -- The Rise of Earth    $6.99   
(Jupiter Pirates #3: Ages 8 and up. Earth has 
started recruiting privateers of their own, and 
the Ice Wolves of Saturn are still on the 
offensive. Trapped between these formidable 



foes, the Jovian Union will need the Hashoone 
family's help more than ever.)

Gladstone, Max et al -- The Witch Who Came in 
from the Cold    $21.99   (The Cold War rages 
in 1970s Prague as spies and sorcerers battle, 
with the fate of the East and the West hanging 
in the balance right along the Iron Curtain - 
where crackling beneath the surface is a vein 
of magic waiting to be tapped.)

Godfrey, Daniel -- Empire of Time    $14.95   
(New Pompeii #2: 15 years later, New Rome is 
cut off from the rest of the world in a new 
Cold War. The Romans, led by Calpurnia, control 
the time travel tech, which keeps the western 
powers at bay. But she is facing threats to her 
leadership.)

Goss, Theodora -- The Strange Case of the 
Alchemist's Daughter    $24.99   (Following her 
parents' deaths, Mary Jekyll is curious about 
her father's mysterious past. As she searches 
for answers, she finds and befriends women 
created by terrifying experiments. Together, 
they set out to vanquish a secret society of 
immoral and power-crazed scientists.)

Gunn, James -- Transformation    $26.99   
(Transcendental Machine #3: When planets at the 
edge of the Federation fall mysteriously 
silent, the bureaucracy grudgingly allows Riley 
and Asha, two transcended humans, to 
investigate.)

Hamilton, Laurell K. -- Crimson Death    $7.99   
(Anita Blake #25: When Damian is kidnapped, 



Anita heads to Ireland, where she must face off 
against the vampire who created him.)

Harris, Charlaine et al -- Indigo    $26.99   (A 
mosaic novel. Reporter Nora Hesper and her 
vigilante alter ego Indigo have the same 
primary focus: the Children of Phonos, a 
murderous criminal cult. But in the aftermath 
of a bloody battle, a dying cultist makes 
claims that cause Indigo to question her own 
origin and memories.)

Hieber, Leanna Renee -- Perilous Prophecy    
$15.99   (Strangely Beautiful Prequel: Revised 
from 2011 edition. 1860s Cairo: Beatrice Smith 
and 5 other young people are summoned by the 
goddess Persephone and the Muses to form the 
Guard, standing between humanity and the forces 
of darkness.)

Holt, Tom -- The Management Style of Supreme 
Beings    $14.99   (When the Supreme Being and 
his son retire, our new owners decide Good and 
Evil are outdated concepts that never worked 
well. The sudden disappearance of right and 
wrong raises concerns - particularly for one of 
the old gods, a reclusive chap who lives up 
north. He's watching, and he really does need 
to know if you've been naughty or nice.)

Husberg, Christopher -- Dark Immolation    
$14.95   (Chaos Queen #2: PBO; A new religion 
is rising, followers drawn by rumors of prophet 
Jane Oden. Her sister Cinzia is by her side, 
but fears Jane will lead them to ruin.)



Johnson, Jaleigh -- The Secrets of Solace    
$7.99   (Solace #2: Ages 10 and up. Lina is 
apprenticed to the archivists and should be 
spending her days with books, but the Iron War 
has changed everything. Instead, she spends 
time exploring the hidden tunnels of her home. 
And in one of the forgotten chambers, she 
discovers a secret.)

Johnston, Michael -- Soleri    $27.99   
(Soleri's records tell a history of conquest by 
a people descended from gods. No living person 
has seen them for centuries, yet their grip on 
their empire is tighter than ever. But Sarra 
Amunet, Mother Priestess of the sun god's cult, 
holds the keys to the end of an empire.)

Jones, Stephen Graham -- Mapping the Interior    
$10.99   (Novella. A teen boy's house is the 
kind of wrong place where you can lose yourself 
and find things you'd rather not have. Over the 
course of a few nights, chasing the ghost of 
his father and the promise of his Native 
American heritage, the boy tries to map out the 
house. His efforts put his little brother in 
the worst danger, and put him in a position to 
save his family - at a terrible cost.)

Lam, Laura -- Shattered Minds    $25.99   
(Pacifica #2: Future San Francisco: Carina is a 
drug addict who spends her time in a horror-
filled dream world where she can act out 
depraved fantasies without hurting anyone. 
Until one of her trips is interrupted with 
images sent by a former biohacker coworker, 
filled with clues to his murder - and 



information damaging enough to take down the 
corrupt corporation that killed him.)

LaValle, Victor -- The Changeling    $28.00   
(Apollo Kagwa's strange dreams have haunted him 
since childhood. Then his wife commits a 
horrific act and vanishes, seemingly into thin 
air, sending Apollo on an odyssey through a 
world he only thought he understood to find a 
wife and child who are nothing like he 
imagined.)

Lee, Yoon Ha -- Raven Strategem    $9.99   
(Machineries of Empire #2: PBO; When Captain 
Kel Charis summoned the ghost of a long-dead 
general to help her put down a rebellion, she 
didn't reckon on his breaking free - and 
possessing her. Even worse, the enemy Hafn are 
invading.)

Leth, Kate et al -- Spell on Wheels    $14.99   
(Full color graphic novel. Three young witches 
take a road trip, trying to track down a thief 
before he can do any damage to - or with - 
their belongings.)

Lyons, Malcolm (trans) -- Tales of the 
Marvellous and News of the Strange    $18.00   
(The first English translation of a collection 
of 18 medieval Arab fantasy stories.)

Martin, George R.R. (ed) -- Dead Man's Hand    
$17.99   (Reissue; A mosaic novel. The queen of 
the Joker underworld has been found murdered. 
Two men are out to find her killer: the Ace PI 
who discovered her body, and the vigilante 
archer who has been framed for the crime.)



McGuire, Seanan -- Down Among the Sticks and 
Bones    $17.99   (Wayward Children #2: 
Novella. Before they wound up at the Eleanor 
West Home, twin girls Jack and Jill found 
themselves thrust into a world of monsters and 
mad scientists, and something they never 
expected to experience: choice.)

Morrow, James -- The Asylum of Dr. Caligari    
$14.95   (PBO; Summer, 1914: Francis Wyndham is 
hired to provide art therapy at a European 
asylum, and is soon beguiled with talented 
student Ilona Wessels. When they discover the 
asylum's director is working on an immense 
painting so hypnotic it can incite regiments to 
rush headlong into battle, they conspire to 
defeat him with a magical work of their own.)

Oden, Scott -- A Gathering of Ravens    $26.99   
(Grimnir is the last of a long line of monsters 
who have plagued humanity since the Elder Days, 
drawn from his lair by a thirst for vengeance 
against the Dane who slew his brother. Taking a 
young Christian hostage to be his guide, 
Grimnir embarks on a journey that leads him to 
a quandary.)

Power, Stephen S. -- The Dragon Round    $15.99  
(When a mutinous crew strands a ship's captain 
on a deserted island, he finds a baby dragon 
that just might be the key to his salvation - 
and to his revenge.)

Saintcrow, Lilith -- Cormorant Run    $15.99   
(PBO; There was an Event, the Rifts opened, and 
everyone caught inside died. Since then, some 
have gone into the rift and come back with 



priceless tech. When the best Rifter dies, her 
student Svin is given a choice - go in and 
bring out what killed her, or rot in jail.)

Schenck, Bradley W. -- Slaves of the Switchboard 
of Doom    $25.99   (An illustrated adventure 
inspired by the future imagined at the 1939 
World's Fair, populated by bubble-helmeted 
heroes, robot sidekicks, mad scientists, rocket 
engineers, switchboard operators, space 
pirates, and more.)

Shatner, W/Rovin, J -- Zero-G    $16.00   (2050: 
The FBI's space station-based Zero-G men are in 
charge of investigating terrorism, crime, 
corruption, and espionage beyond the Earth's 
atmosphere, and keeping an eye on the rival 
Chinese and Russian stations.)

Stephens, Anna -- Godblind    $25.99   (A new 
Mireces king plots an invasion of Rilpor's 
thriving cities and fertile lands. Dom guards 
Rilpor's border. He is also a powerful seer, 
plagued by visions and prophecies. And he 
harbors secrets that may be exposed when an 
escaped Mireces slave stumbles into the 
village.)

Stephenson, Neal/Galland, Nicole -- The Rise and 
Fall of D.O.D.O.    $35.00   (Military 
intelligence operative Tristan Lyons needs 
linguist Melisande Stokes to translate some 
very old documents. If they are authentic, they 
prove that magic existed and was practiced for 
centuries, until the scientific revolution and 
the Age of Enlightenment weakened its power, 
and it stopped altogether in 1851. Something 



about the modern world 'jams' magic, and it's 
up to the Department of Diachronic Operations 
to find out why, and fix it.)

Warom, Ren -- Virology    $14.95   (Shock Pao 
#2: With the stolen bioware Emblem in his head, 
Shock Pao controls all the world's systems, 
setting the shadiest characters in Foon Gung on 
his trail. Meanwhile the Patient Zeros' illness 
is worsening.)

Expected Early July

Allan, Nina -- The Race    $7.99   (A child is 
kidnapped. A journalist reaches into the past 
to find answers to a possible murder. And far 
away a girl prepares for her mysterious 
future.)

Annadale/MacNiven -- Legacy of the Wulfen    
$16.00   (Warhammer 40,000: The Space Wolves 
have a long and storied history, but there are 
secrets buried deep in their past, and enemies 
eternal earned by acts committed in a half-
forgotten age. Can the Space Wolves survive the 
revelation of the Wulfen?)

Aramaki, Yoshio -- The Sacred Era    $22.95   
(In a distant future ruled by a new Papal Court 
serving the Holy Empire of Igitur, a young 
man's assignment to the secret Planet Bosch 
Research Department leads him on an 
interplanetary pilgrimage.)



Arden, Katherine -- The Bear and the Nightingale 
$16.00   (In a village at the edge of the 
wilderness of northern Russia, a young woman's 
family is threatened by forces both real and 
fantastical.)

Atwood, Margaret et al -- Angel Catbird Volume 
3: The Catbird Roars    $14.99   (Full color 
graphic novel. The evil Rat army is aiming for 
world domination, and only a ragtag gang of 
half-cats stands in their way.)

Bakker, R. Scott -- The Great Ordeal    $16.95   
(Aspect-Emperor #3: The Empress searches 
frantically through the palace for her missing 
son; the Great Ordeal continues its epic march 
further north, but the Emperor's decision to 
let his men consume the flesh of fallen Sranc 
could have unforeseen circumstances; the wizard 
Achamian grapples with fear that his journey 
might be fruitless.)

Bakker, R. Scott -- The Unholy Consult    $28.95 
(Aspect-Emperor #4: The conclusion of the 
series.)

Barnes, Steven -- Twelve Days    $26.99   
(Around the world, leaders and criminals alike 
are dying mysteriously. A terrorist group 
promises a series of deaths. And against the 
backdrop of the apocalypse, the lives of a 
small shattered family and a broken soldier are 
transformed.)

Bates, Callie -- The Waking Land    $27.00   
(Waking Land #1: When the king who raised her 
like a daughter dies under suspicious 



circumstances, Elanna is accused of his murder, 
and must flee for her life, returning to the 
homeland of magical legends she had forsaken. 
Feeling a strange, deep connection to the 
natural world, she also must face the truth 
about the powers that stir within her.)

Belcher, R.S. -- The Queen of Swords    $25.99   
(1870: Maude Stapleton leaves Golgotha in 
search of her kidnapped daughter, and finds 
herself caught in the middle of a secret war 
between the Daughters of Lilith and their 
ancient enemies the Sons of Typhon.)

Brockway, Robert -- The Empty Ones    $14.99   
(Vicious Circuit #2: 1978: Carey heads to 
London, hoping to check out the great punk 
scene, oh, and also put a stop to the murderous 
cult that is building an army there. 2013: 
Kaitlyn heads to Mexico, hoping to kill an 
unkillable monster before he sacrifices her and 
her friends to his extra-dimensional god.)

Brooks-Dalton, Lily -- Good Morning, Midnight    
$16.00   (Sully and her crewmates are returning 
from a long space voyage when communication 
from Mission Control cuts off. Meanwhile Augie, 
an aging scientist at a remote Arctic research 
station, decides to stay put in the face of an 
evacuation order.)

Brown, Zachary -- The Icarus Corps: The Darkside 
War / Titan's Fall / Jupiter Rising    $19.99   
(Reissue; 3 military sf novels.)

Buckell, Tobias S. -- Envoy    $9.99   (Halo: 
Novel based on the game.)



Chu, Wesley -- Time Siege    $15.99   (Time 
Salvager #2: James Griffin-Mars is taking 
control of the future. Earth is a toxic 
wasteland, the perfect hiding place for a 
fugitive ex-chronman to hide from the 
authorities. He has allies. Also enemies, 
including the full military might of a 
benighted solar system ruled by corporate greed 
and a desperate fear of what James will do 
next.)

Correia, Larry/Ringo, John -- Grunge    $7.99   
(Monster Hunter Memoirs #1: 1983: When Chad is 
killed in the Marine barrack bombing in Beirut, 
he's offered a choice: go to Heaven, or return 
to Earth, where the Boss has a mission for him. 
He chooses the mission, which appears to 
involve joining a group that protects people 
from things that go bump in the night. This is 
the (mostly) true story of the life and times 
of one of MHI's most effective - and flamboyant 
- hunters.)

Dozois, Gardner (ed) -- Mash Up    $7.99   
(Anthology. 13 fantasy and sf stories inspired 
by the first lines from famous works of 
literature.)

Dunne, Rachel -- The Bones of the Earth    
$15.99   (Bound Gods #2: PBO; To win the coming 
battle for control of the mortal world, Joros 
secretly assembles a mismatched team of 
powerful individuals. But victory is far from 
certain when the enemy is a pair of vengeful 
gods.)



Durst, Sarah Beth -- The Reluctant Queen    
$19.99   (Queens of Renthia #2: Queen Daleina 
is hiding a secret: she is dying. And if she 
leaves the world before a new heir is ready, 
the spirits of the realm will run wild, 
destorying her cities and slaughtering her 
people.)

Elliott, Kate -- Poisoned Blade    $10.99   
(Court of Fives #2: Ages 12 and up. Jes is 
moving up the ranks of the Fives, her victories 
providing prize money to keep her hidden family 
alive. She is touring the countryside to face 
more competitors when an attack puts her at the 
center of the war Lord Kalliarkos is fighting 
against their country's enemies. Now Jes must 
become more than a champion - she must become a 
warrior.)

Flint/Huff/Goodlett -- The Alexander Inheritance 
$25.00   (Ring of Fire: After a time-space 
cataclysm strikes, a modern-day cruise ship 
finds itself in the Mediterranean Sea in 321 
BCE.)

Foster, Amy S. -- The Rift Uprising    $14.99   
(Rift Uprising #1: Ryn is an elite young 
soldier, chosen to guard a portal to alternate 
Earths that scientists cannot control or close. 
But her training has not prepared her for the 
boy who crosses through, who asks disturbing 
questions about the Rift that make Ryn wonder 
if everything she's been told is a lie.)

Fredsti, Dana -- The Spawn of Lilith    $14.95   
(PBO; Vampires, succubi, trolls, elementals, 
goblins - Hollywood studios hire anything that 



can take direction, be discreet, and not eat 
the extras. But when human stuntwoman Lee 
Striga lands a job, not everyone on set is 
following the script. It's up to her to figure 
out who - or what - is killing cast and crew.)

Gabaldon, Diana -- Seven Stones to Stand or Fall 
$30.00   (Outlander: Collection. 7 stories, 
including 2 original to this volume.)

Goulding, Laurie (ed) -- Eye of Terra    $9.99   
(Warhammer 40,000: Horus Heresy: Anthology. 
Once the title of Warmaster stood for honour 
and loyalty. But perhaps following the lines of 
destiny and defiance that were already woven 
around the primarchs and their sons will show 
how bitterness can eat away at even the most 
steadfast.)

Gregory, Daryl -- Spoonbenders    $27.95   (A 
family of psychics, both blessed and burdened 
by their abilities, must use their powers to 
save themselves from the CIA, the mob, and a 
skeptic determined to discredit them.)

Groening, Matt -- Simpsons Comics Colossal 
Compendium Volume 5    $17.99   (Collects 
several issues of the comic book series, 
printed on heavier paper. Each volume in the 
series will include a unique paper craft that 
will allow fans to assemble a three-dimensional 
Springfield.)

Haydon, Elizabeth -- The Weaver's Lament    
$8.99   (Symphony of Ages #9: With the kingdom 
on the brink of civil war, Rhapsody is forced 
to choose between her husband and her two 



oldest friends, between the death of thousands 
of innocents and the loss of the other half of 
her soul.)

Henry, Christina -- Lost Boy    $15.00   (PBO; 
Peter and his merry band of boys live on the 
island, young forever. That is, unless they get 
sick or killed by pirates or eaten by 
crocodiles, or inexplicably grow old. For some 
of them do grow old, and no one knows why.)

Hieber, Leanna Renee -- Eterna and Omega    
$8.99   (Eterna Files #2: Harold Spire sends 
his team of assassins, magicians, and mediums 
to NYC, trying to obtain Eterna for Queen 
Victoria. Meanwhile, the hidden occult power 
that menaces both England and the US continues 
to grow.)

Horton, Rich (ed) -- The Year's Best Science 
Fiction & Fantasy 2017    $19.95   (PBO; 
Anthology. Some of the best stories of 2016.)

Hough, Jason M. -- Escape Velocity    $9.99   
(Dire Universe #2: PBO; Captains Luiken and 
Tsandi and their crews have smashed through the 
Swarm Blockade, but are scattered around the 
planet Carthage and its space stations. Their 
mission is now twofold: destroy the military 
compounds of the alien overlords, and find a 
way back to Earth.)

Howard, Kat -- Roses and Rot    $16.99   (When 
Imogen and her sister are accepted to an elite 
post-grad arts program, they soon realize 
there's more to the school than meets the eye. 
Imogen might be living in the fairy tale she's 



dreamed about, but if she decides to escape her 
past to find her heart's desire, it will pit 
her against her sister.)

Johansen, Erika -- The Fate of the Tearling    
$15.99   (Tearling #3: To protect her people 
from invasion, Kelsea gave herself and her 
magical sapphires to the Red Queen, naming the 
Mace regent in her place. But the Mace will not 
rest until his sovereign is rescued.)

Jones, Darynda -- Eleventh Grave in Moonlight    
$8.99   (Charley Davidson #11: Charley is 
learning to make peace with her power, and with 
her daughter's destiny. But the forces of hell 
are still determined to see Charley banished 
forever to the darkest corner of another 
dimension.)

Koski, O/Grcevich, J -- Vacation Guide to the 
Solar System    $20.00   (Full color. This 
tongue-in-cheek guide to the most exciting 
travel destinations is also an exploration of 
the 'What if' of space travel, packed with 
facts about the planets and moons of our solar 
system.)

Kritzer, Naomi -- Cat Pictures Please    $17.99  
(Collection. Fantasy and sf stories, including 
the Hugo-winning title story; Autographing at 
Uncle Hugo's Saturday, July 15, 1-2pm)

Kuhn, Sarah -- Heroine Complex    $7.99   
(Heroine Complex #1: Evie is the put-upon 
personal assistant of celebrity superhero Aveda 
Jupiter. Forced to pose as Aveda one night, 
Evie's secret comes out: she has powers too. 



Now she must take control of her life and 
become a superhero herself - or see San 
Francisco fall to a demonic invasion.)

Kuhn, Sarah -- Heroine Worship    $15.00   
(Heroine Complex #2: PBO; Once, Aveda Jupiter 
was San Francisco's most beloved superheroine. 
But that changed when her assistant Evie Tanaka 
became a superheroine. Now Aveda finds herself 
shoved into the sidekick role. When a 
supernatural menace starts attacking brides-to-
be, Aveda is determined to take down the enemy 
and make sure Evie's wedding is epic.)

Leigh, Stephen -- A Fading Sun    $16.00   
(Sunpath Cycle #1: PBO; Voada can see the 
ghosts of the recent dead, as her great-
grandmother did when they were priests of 
Eliane - but that was before the Mundoa came 
and conquered Voada's people. Can Voada 
prevail, and wield the power of the past mages 
without it consuming her?)

Magary, Drew -- The Hike    $16.00   (Ben takes 
a hike, but once in the woods he realizes the 
path he has chosen cannot be given up easily. 
He finds himself falling deeper and deeper into 
a world of man-eating giants, bizarre demons, 
and colossal insects.)

Martin, George R.R. et al -- The Mystery Knight  
$26.00   (Song of Fire and Ice GN Prequel #3: 
Full color graphic novel. Dunk and Egg are 
lured off the kingsroad by a tournament with a 
rare trophy: a dragon's egg. But a treasonous 
plot is more likely to hatch - someone is on to 
Egg's true identity.)



McCormack, Una -- Enigma Tales    $7.99   (Star 
Trek: Deep Space Nine: PBO; Dr. Katherine 
Pulaski and Dr. Peter Alden find themselves at 
odds with Garak and embroiled in the politics 
of Cardassia's prestigious University of the 
Union.)

Mealing, David -- Soul of the World    $15.99   
(PBO; In the cities, food shortages cause riots 
against the crown. In the wilds, new magic 
threatens the the dominance of the tribes. On 
the battlefields, commanders struggle in the 
shadow of total war. Three lines of magic must 
be mastered to usher in a new age, and three 
heroes must emerge.)

Noble, Marty -- Unicorns Coloring Book    $5.99  
(Unicorns have captured imaginations for 
centuries, and now sophisticated colorists will 
be enchanted with more than 30 illustrations.)

Palmatier, Joshua -- Threading the Needle    
$7.99   (Ley #2: Wielder Kara Tremain and ex-
Dog Allan Garrett have led their small group of 
refugees to a safe haven. But the ley system is 
not healing itself. Their only option is to 
repair the distortion that engulfs the city of 
Erenthrall and fix the damaged ley lines 
themselves.)

Pinborough, Sarah -- The Language of the Dying   
$9.99   (Novella. As a woman sits at her 
father's bedside, watching his life slip away, 
the dark and nameless presence that lingers 
along the fringes of the fields beyond the 
house comes calling once again.)



Posey, Jay -- Sungrazer    $7.99   (Outriders 
#2: PBO; A fully autonomous vessel with orbital 
strike capabilities has gone missing, and it's 
up to the Outriders to track the untrackable. 
When the trail leads to the influential Martian 
People's Collective Republic, the op gets a lot 
more complicated.)

Price, Kalayna -- Grave Ransom    $7.99   (Alex 
Craft #5: PBO; The dead walking? That's not 
supposed to happen, but reanimated corpses are 
committing crimes across the city. Alex's 
investigation leads her deep into a web of 
sinister magic.)

Robertson, Al -- Crashing Heaven    $13.99   
(Station #1: Under the leadership of the 
sentient corporations of the Pantheon, a war 
was waged against the rogue AIs of the 
Totality. War over, Jack Forster and his AI 
sidekick Hugo Fist, created to destroy the 
Totality, have returned home. Labeled a traitor 
for surrendering, Jack wants to clear his name, 
but when old friends die mysteriously, he also 
wants answers.)

Russell, Eric Frank -- The Mindwarpers 
(alternate title: With a Strange Device)    
$9.95   (Reissue; Originally published in 1964. 
Workers at Cold War government facilities 
abandon their jobs for no apparent reason, 
trading specialized careers for lives in 
obscurity. One of these employees suddenly 
remembers a gruesome crime he committed years 
before, and discovers that his sudden 



recollection leads to an enemy spy ring and a 
powerful new weapon.)

Ryan, Anthony -- The Legion of Flame    $28.00   
(Draconis Memoria #2: A fearsome power has 
arisen, a drake so mighty that the world will 
tremble before it. Claydon, Lizanne, and 
Corrick embark upon perilous quests to chase 
down clues that offer hope, but their actions 
inadvertently ignite a revolution that may 
bring down the empire.)

Schachner, Judy -- Class Action    $8.99   
(Skippyjon Jones #6: Ages 4 and up. Full color 
picture book. After his mama tells him that 
obedience school is only for dogs, the kitty 
boy who imagines he's a Chihuahua knows that's 
the place for him - even though a bully there 
is sending shiver-itos down the spines of his 
Chimichango buddies)

Schmidt, Bryan Thomas (ed) -- Galactic Games    
$7.99   (Anthology. 20 stories (15 originals, 5 
reprints) about intergalactic sports 
competitions.)

Smith, Nicholas S -- Extinction Edge    $9.99   
(Extinction Cycle #2: The dust from Dr. 
Lovato's bioweapon has settled. Projections put 
death counts in the billions. But the weapon 
turned a small percentage of the infected into 
Variants, predators unlike anything the human 
race has ever seen. And they are evolving.)

Snodgrass, Melinda -- In Evil Times    $14.95   
(Imperials #2: PBO; Tracy's posting aboard a 
battleship deepens his doubts about the Solar 



League, as he and his crewmates are required to 
'assimilate' the settlers of a Hidden World. 
Meanwhile, Mercedes' posting and her difficult 
political marriage divide her loyalties.)

Sutherland, Tui T. -- Escaping Peril    $6.99   
(Wings of Fire #8: Ages 8 and up. When Queen 
Scarlet threatens Jade Mountain Academy, Peril 
sets off to find her former queen and stop 
her.)

Taylor, T/Nye, J -- Moon Beam    $18.99   (Ages 
12 and up. Farm girl Barbara Winton, who has 
been following a reality TV show for years, 
goes from fangirl to participant when the call 
comes: she's been selected to join Dr. Keegan 
Bright at a frontier outpost on the Moon;  
Autographing at Uncle Hugo's Saturday, July 15, 
1-2pm)

Tidbeck, Karin -- Amatka    $15.95   (Vanja 
heads to an austere wintry colony on a 
government research assignment. It's an 
adjustment: people behave differently there, 
and citizens are monitored for signs of 
subversion. When Vanja stumbles on evidence of 
a threat to the colony being covered up by its 
administration, she begins an investigation at 
tremendous risk.)

Vyleta, Dan -- Smoke    $16.95   (In an 
alternate England, the Smoke pours from the 
bodies of those who are wicked in thought or 
deed. The aristocracy do not smoke, proof of 
their virtue and right to rule, while the lower 
classes are drenched in sin and soot. When 
three young people learn that everything 



they've been taught is a lie, the knowledge 
could cost them their lives.)

Wagner, Wendy -- An Oath of Dogs    $7.99   
(PBO; Kate Standish has been on Huginn less 
than a week. She's pretty sure her new company 
murdered her boss. But the mill workers and 
farmers are more worried about ecoterrorism and 
a series of attacks by the planet's sentient 
dogs - until Kate's investigation uncovers a 
conspiracy that threatens them all.)

Wells, Martha -- The Harbors of the Sun    
$24.99   (Raksura #5: A former friend has 
betrayed the Raksura and their groundling 
companions, and now the survivors must race 
across the Three Worlds to rescue their 
kidnapped family members.)

Willett, Edward -- The Cityborn    $26.00   (In 
the City, social standing is everything. When a 
young woman from the highest tier unexpectedly 
crosses paths with a young man from the dregs, 
they find themselves pursued by the City Crew 
for no reason they can fathom. To survive, they 
will have to uncover the City's secrets.)

Williams, Tad -- The Witchwood Crown    $30.00   
(Last King of Osten Ard #1: Thirty years ago, 
the Storm King was destroyed and his armies 
scattered. Osten Ard has been at peace, ruled 
by King Simon and Queen Miriamele. Now, in the 
frozen north, the Norn Queen wakes, and tells 
her followers she will sleep no more. Humanity 
must be destroyed. Her sorcerers will bring a 
demon back from death, her warriors will search 



for living dragon's blood, and finally, the 
Witchwood Crown will be hers.)

Zahn, Timothy -- Evolution    $7.99   
(StarCraft: Novel based on the videogame)

Expected Mid July

Abnett, Dan -- Ravenor Returned    $16.00   
(Warhammer 40,000: Reissue; Ravenor and his 
retinue are believed dead, and with shadowy 
forces moving against them, they'd like to keep 
it that way. They go undercover to investigate 
a ring smuggling stolen arcane technology.)

Allan, Nina -- The Rift    $14.95   (Julie 
disappeared when she was 17. Now, 20 years 
later, her sister Selena finally sees her 
again. But should she believe Julie's tale of 
spending those years on another planet?)

Ashby, Madeline -- Company Town    $14.99   (Hwa 
is the last person without bio-engineered 
enhancements on a city-sized oil rig owned by 
the Lynch family. Her prowess as a fighter gets 
her a job training the youngest Lynch, but can 
she provide protection against death threats 
that seem to come from another timeline?)

Bowen, Lila -- Conspiracy of Ravens    $15.99   
(Shadow #2: A powerful alchemist is leaving a 
trail of dead across the prairie. And Nettie 
must face the ultimate challenge: side with her 
friends and the badge on her chest, or take off 



alone on a dangerous mission that is pulling 
her inexorably toward the fight of her life.)

Brodsky, Jordanna Max -- Winter of the Gods    
$15.99   (Olympus Bound #2: When a dead body is 
discovered atop Wall Street's charging bull 
statue, it's up to Selene DiSilva - once known 
as Artemis - to hunt down the perpetrators. Her 
ancient skills make her the only one who can 
track a conspiracy that threatens the very 
existence of the gods.)

Brooks, Max -- The Island    $19.99   (Ages 8 
and up. Novel based on the popular game.)

Brooks, Mike -- Dark Sky    $16.99   (Keiko #2: 
The Keiko crew takes a new smuggling job, not 
realizing that the miners on the planet they're 
headed for are staging a rebellion; the crew 
soon find themselves split over which side to 
support in the conflict.)

Brown, Christopher -- Tropic of Kansas    $15.99 
(PBO; The US has broken into warring 
territories, with a wasteland DMZ in the center 
where neglect breeds unrest. As Sig, the 
fugitive child of murdered dissidents, and his 
foster sister Tania, a government investigator, 
traverse this dangerous zone, their paths will 
eventually intersect on the front lines of a 
revolution whose fuse they are about to light.)

Caine, Rachel -- Ash and Quill    $17.99   
(Great Library #3: Ages 14 and up. Jess and his 
band of exiles are imprisoned in Philadelphia, 
whose leaders would rather burn books than 
submit to the Great Library. But Jess and his 



friends have a bargaining chip: the knowledge 
to build a machine that will break the 
Library's rule.)

Cantero, Edgar -- Meddling Kids    $26.95   
(1990: The members of the Summer Detective Club 
haven't seen each other since their fateful 
final case in 1977. Andy is wanted in two 
states. Keri has a serious drinking problem, 
although at least she has a dog descended from 
the Club's canine member. Nate has spent years 
in psych wards, and currently resides in 
Arkham, Massachusetts. The only friend he still 
sees is Peter - who has been dead for years. 
Now the time has come for the team to get back 
together, face their fears, and find out what 
happened all those years ago. It's their only 
chance to end the nightmares - and perhaps save 
the world.)

Chappell, Fred -- A Shadow All of Light    
$15.99   (In a province where human shadows are 
powerful commodities, young Falco becomes 
apprentice to shadow thief Maestro Astolfo, in 
this tale of conmen, monsters, ingenious 
detection, cats, and pirates.)

Cox, Greg -- War for the Planet of the Apes    
$7.99   (PBO; Official movie novelization.)

Cutter, Nick -- Little Heaven    $16.00   (A 
mismatched trio of mercenaries have been hired 
to check on a young man who may have been taken 
against his will to a cult settlement. But 
there are stirrings in the woods and over the 
treetops, and above all else the brooding shape 
of the Black Rock.)



Dozois, Gardner (ed) -- The Year's Best Science 
Fiction 34th Annual Collection    $22.99 trade 
pb; $40.00 hardcover  (Massive anthology. Some 
of the best stories of 2016.)

Egan, Greg -- Dichronauts    $26.99   (Every 
living thing on Seth and Theo's world is in a 
state of perpetual migration, following the 
sun's shifting orbit to remain in the narrow 
habitable zone. An expedition to the edge of 
the habitable zone discovers a threat: a huge 
fissure blocking the migration. The expedition 
has only one option: descend into the unknown.)

Gerrard, David Burr -- The Epiphany Machine    
$27.00   (An alternate history, from the 1960s 
to the near future, in which a tattoo machine 
is rumored to inscribe important personal 
revelations on its users' forearms - with 
irreversible consequences.)

Gray, A/Herbison, JS -- The Ghost Line    $14.99 
(Novella. Hacking and stealing a decommissioned 
interplanetary cruise ship could earn Saga and 
Michel enough to achieve their dreams. But the 
ship is much more than their employer told them 
- something strange and dangerous has come to 
reside in the decaying vessel.)

Haley, Guy -- Perturarbo: The Hammer of Olympia  
$19.00   (Warhammer 40,000: Horus Heresy: 
Primarchs: When word reaches Perturarbo of 
turmoil on his adoptive home world, he orders 
the Iron Warriors to abandon the campaign 
against the alien hrud and crush the emerging 
rebellion by any means necessary.)



Haspil, Michael F. -- Graveyard Shift    $24.99  
(Alex, former pharaoh and mummy, and Marcus, a 
vampire born in ancient Rome, are vice cops in 
a special unit, fighting to keep the streets 
safe from criminal vampires, shape-shifters, 
blood-dealers, and anti-vampire vigilantes.)

Hearne, Kevin -- Besieged    $27.00   (Iron 
Druid: Collection. 9 tales of Atticus' 
adventures throughout history.)

Hendrix, Grady -- My Best Friend's Exorcism    
$14.99   (1988: Abby and Gretchen have been 
best friends for years, but lately Gretchen's 
behavior has become disturbing. Abby's 
investigation leads her to some startling 
discoveries. Now their fates hinge on a single 
question: Is their friendship powerful enough 
to beat the devil?)

Holmqvist, Ninni -- The Unit    $15.95   
(Reissue; In the not-so-distant future, 
unattached people over a certain age are sent 
to a lavish retirement community. It's an 
idyllic place, but there's a catch: they must 
donate their organs, one by one. Doritt Weger 
arrives resigned to this fate, but when she 
falls in love with another resident, all bets 
are off.)

Hossain, Saad Z. -- Djinn City    $16.00   
(Indelbed is a lonely kid living in a crumbling 
mansion in chaotic Bangladesh. When he learns 
that his dead mother was a djinn and his 
drunken lout of a father is a magician, his 
whole world is turned inside out. And then he's 
kidnapped by a djinn.)



Howey, Hugh -- Sand    $15.99 trade pb, $28.00 
hardcover  (The old world is buried. A new one 
has been forged atop the shifting dunes. In 
this land, four sibling are scattered and lost. 
Their father was a sand diver, with the skills 
to keep their people alive. But their father is 
gone. And the world he left behind might be 
next.)

Hudson, Gabe -- Gork, the Teenage Dragon    
$24.95   (Gork's nickname is Weak Sauce, and 
his ranking is the lowest in his class at 
WarWings Military Academy. Now, on the eve of 
graduation, he faces his most important 
mission: asking a female dragon to be his 
queen. If she says yes, they'll go off to 
conquer a foreign planet together. If she says 
no, he becomes a slave.)

Kenyon, Kay -- At the Table of Wolves    $26.99  
(Dark Talents #1: 1936: The suffering of the 
Great War has brought paranormal abilities 
seeping into the world. Germany has been doing 
research into weaponizing these abilities, and 
now England sets out to do the same.)

Knaak, Richard -- Dragon Masters    $16.00   
(Legends of the Dragonrealm: Turning War #1: 
Reissue; First in a prequel trilogy. The dawn 
of a pivotal moment in the Dragonrealm, as 
Nathan Bedlam leads a band of wizards to stand 
against the drake lords.)

Kress, Nancy -- Tomorrow's Kin    $25.99   
(Yesterday's Kin #1: The aliens have landed 
their Embassy ship in New York Harbor, and will 
only speak with the UN. Dr. Marianne Jenner, an 



obscure geneticist, is one of the few invited 
to visit the alien Embassy. The truth is about 
to be revealed: Earth's scientists have 10 
months to prevent a disaster.)

Lee, J.M. -- Song of the Dark Crystal    $17.99  
(Dark Crystal #2: Ages 12 and up. Naia and 
Kylan seek help from the Gelfling clans to stop 
the Skeksis from implementing the next stage of 
a sinister plan.)

Levine, David D. -- Arabella and the Battle of 
Venus    $25.99   (Arabella Ashby #2: 
Arabella's wedding plans are interrupted when 
her intended is captured by the French and sent 
to a POW camp on Venus. Now Arabella must find 
passage to an enemy-controlled planet in the 
middle of a war, bribe or fight her way past 
guards, and rescue her beloved Captain Singh.)

Liu, Ken -- The Wall of Storms    $17.99   
(Dandelion Dynasty #2: Kuni Garu, now known as 
Emperor, runs the archipelago kingdom of Dara, 
but struggles to maintain progress. Then an 
invasion force from the Lyucu empire arrives, 
and chaos results. Kuni sends the only people 
he trusts to be Dara's savvy and cunning hopes 
against the invaders: his children, now grown 
and ready to make their mark on history.)

Lucas, Dale -- First Watch    $14.99   (Fifth 
Ward #1: PBO; Rem jumps at the chance to join 
the Watch. His new partner Torval, a dwarf 
known for hitting first and asking questions 
later, is not impressed. But when Torval's 
former partner disappears, the two must deal 
with drug-dealing orcs, mind-controlling elves, 



unhelpful mages, and humans being typical 
humans to uncover the truth.)

Maberry, J/Romero, G (ed) -- Nights of the 
Living Dead    $17.99   (PBO; Anthology. 
Original horror stories set during the initial 
48 hours of the zombie outbreak.)

MacNaughton, Laurence -- A Kiss Before Doomsday  
$18.00   (Dru Jasper #2: PBO; On the streets of 
Denver, monstrous creatures are dragging off 
anyone with magical powers, and signs point to 
forbidden necromancy. Dru will need her friends 
- and her enemies - to infiltrate the fortress 
of a powerful sorcerer intent on bringing about 
doomsday.)

Martin, Gail Z. -- Scourge    $15.99   
(Darkhurst #1: PBO; The city-state of Ravenwood 
is wealthy and corrupt. Corran, Rigan, and Kell 
Valmonde are Guild Undertakers, whose magic 
helps souls pass and, in Rigan's case, allows 
him to hear the secrets of the dead. When 
ghosts expose the hidden sins of the powerful, 
the Valmondes must decide whether to fight 
back.)

Okorafor, Nnedi -- Akata Witch    $10.99   (Ages 
12 and up. Andre Norton Award finalist. 12-
year-old Sunny is one of a quartet of magic 
students, studying the visible and the 
invisible, learning to change reality. But will 
it be enough to help them when they are asked 
to catch a career criminal who also knows 
magic?)



Pini, Wendy/Pini, Richard -- The Final Quest 
Volume 3    $17.99   (Elfquest: Graphic novel. 
Collects issues 13-18 of the comic. The late 
Angrif Djun's destructive fleet looms closer, 
seeking to wreak havoc on the elves and any 
humans that stand defiant. Rayek fights back - 
and fights for control of his very nature. And 
the Wolfriders must track down their chief, 
whose spirit hangs in the balance.)

Priest, Christopher -- The Gradual    $14.95   
(Alesandro lives in a fascist state constantly 
at war with an equally faceless opponent. All 
knowledge of the islands he glimpses from the 
shore is forbidden by the military junta, until 
he is unexpectedly sent on a cultural tour. 
What he discovers on his journey will change 
his perceptions of his home, his music, and the 
ways of the islands themselves, bringing him 
answers where he could not have foreseen them.)

Reynolds, J/Guymer, D -- Mortarch of Night    
$16.00   (Warhammer: Age of Sigmar: Realmgate 
Wars: As Sigmar seeks to reform his ancient 
allegiances, Tarsus Bull-Heart and his Warrior 
Chamber are sent to the Vales of Sorrows to 
treat with the Great Necromancer. There they 
are forced to accept aid from a vampire of 
dubious provenance: Manfred von Carstein.)

Samphire, Patrick -- Secrets of the Dragon Tomb  
$7.99   (Patrick Sullivan #2: Ages 10 and up. 
Mars, 1816: Pterodactyls glide through the sky, 
clockwork servants hand out sandwiches, and 
dragon tombs hide marvels of Ancient Martian 
technology. When a villainous archaeologist 



kidnaps 12-year-old Edward's parents as part of 
a scheme to loot a tomb, Edward sets out to 
save his parents and protect the tombs from 
destruction.)

Smith, Ronald L. -- Hoodoo    $7.99   (Ages 9 
and up. 12-year-old Hoodoo can't cast a spell, 
although his family has a rich tradition of 
practicing folk magic. Then a mysterious man 
comes to town, and Hoodoo starts dreaming of 
the dead rising. The town is at risk from the 
stranger's evil magic, and only Hoodoo can 
defeat him. He'll just need to learn how to 
conjure first.)

Stross, Charles -- The Delirium Brief    $24.99  
(Laundry Files #8: Following the invasion of 
Yorkshire by the Host of Air and Darkness, the 
Laundry's existence has become public, and Bob 
Howard is being trotted out on TV to answer 
pointed questions about elven asylum seekers. 
But the Laundry has attracted the attention of 
a horror more terrifying than any demon: a 
British government looking for public services 
to privatize.)

Taylor, Jodi -- And the Rest Is History    
$12.99   (St. Mary's #8: From the Egyptian 
desert to the Battle of Hastings, and from 
Bayeux Cathedral to the sack of Constantinople, 
Max must race through time to save the ones she 
loves.)

Turtledove, Harry -- Armistice    $28.99   (Hot 
War #3: 1950s: The USSR and the US continue to 
sling nuclear death at each other, and there 
remains the question of how hard it will be for 



humanity to rebuild from the destruction the 
war has wrought.)

Valentine, Genevieve -- Icon    $16.99   
(Persona Sequence #2: Suyana Sapaki is climbing 
the social ranks and poised for greatness, but 
the secret that drives her can't stay hidden 
forever. Journalist Daniel Park has been 
following her for a year, but how much will he 
risk when his job is to break the story? And 
how far will he go for a cause that isn't his?)

Vaughn, Carrie -- Bannerless    $14.99   (PBO; 
Enid of Haven is an investigator, called on to 
mediate disputes and examine transgressions 
against the community. Her investigation into a 
suspicious death may reveal cracks in Enid's 
world, and lead her to question what she's been 
taught about the foundations of her society.)

Wallace, Daniel -- On the Front Lines    $50.00  
(Star Wars: An illustrated guide to the 
tactics, weapons, and armor in pivotal battles, 
as well as acts of valor.)

Ward, Dayton -- Qo'nos and the Klingon Empire    
$19.99   (Star Trek: Hidden Universe Travel 
Guides: A full color guidebook to all that the 
Klingon Empire has to offer.)

Weeks, Brent -- The Blood Mirror    $16.99   
(Lightbringer #4: Stripped of both magical and 
political power, imprisoned in his own magical 
dungeon, former emperor Gavin Guile has no 
chance of escape. But now the world faces its 
greatest calamity, and only he can save it.)



Whedon/Spiotto -- Back from the Black    $14.95  
(Firefly: Ever wondered how the crew of 
Serenity would fare if they landed back on 
Earth-That-Was? Find out in this cartoon 
collection.)

Winters, Ben -- Underground Airlines    $15.99   
(In a modern-day U.S. where the Civil War never 
happened, slavery continues in four states. 
Victor is a black man working for the US 
Marshals. On the trail of a runaway, he arrives 
in Indianapolis and works to infiltrate the 
local abolitionist cell. But something isn't 
right - with the case file, with his work, and 
with the country itself.)

Expected Early August

 -- Origami    $16.99   (Doctor Who: Ages 9 and 
up. Fold your own models of the Doctor, K-9, 
the TARDIS, and monsters from across time and 
space.)

Aaronovitch, Ben -- The Furthest Station    
$40.00   (Peter Grant: Novella. Signed and 
numbered. There have been sad, harmless ghosts 
on the London Underground, whose presence does 
little more than boost tourism. But now 
frightening, aggressive ghosts are appearing on 
the Metropolitan Line, and they seem to be 
looking for something. PC Peter Grant and his 
BTP counterpart Jaget Kumar must brave the 
terrifying crush of London rush hour to figure 
out what's going on.)



Aaronovitch, Ben et al -- Black Mould    $16.99  
(Rivers of London GN #3: PBO; Full color 
graphic novel. Something dark and slimy is 
dripping through the walls of suburban London - 
a mould possessed by some dark power full of 
bad intentions. Looks like it's another case 
for PC Peter Grant and his reluctant partner DC 
Sahra Guleed.)

Adams, C.T. -- The Exile    $7.99   (Fae #1: In 
Brianna's apartment is the last portal between 
the fae and human worlds. After a magical 
assault on her home, with the help of her 
gargoyle Pug, her friend David, and police 
detective Angelo (who doesn't believe in 
magic), Brianna recovers what was stolen - and 
becomes an unwilling heir to her Fae father's 
throne.)

Andrews, Ilona -- Wildfire    $7.99   (Hidden 
Legacy #3: As Nevada and Rogan race to discover 
the whereabouts of an old flame's kidnapped 
spouse, they are forced to confront Nevada's 
grandmother, who may or may not have evil 
motives.)

Avdic, Asa -- The Dying Game    $16.00   (2037: 
People have been invited to the tiny island of 
Isola to compete for an intelligence position 
in the totalitarian Union of Friendship. Anna 
isn't a candidate - she's the test, tasked with 
staging her own death and assessing how the 
others react. Then a storm rolls in, the power 
goes out, and the scenario becomes all too 
real.)



Barker, R.J. -- Age of Assassins    $15.99   (In 
a kingdom on the brink of civil war, in a 
castle thick with lies, apprentice assassin 
Girton Club-foot and his master have a new 
mission: they've been hired by the queen to 
catch the killer who is stalking her son.)

Barnes, Adrian -- Nod    $7.99   (Arthur C. 
Clarke Award finalist. Almost no one in the 
world slept last night. A few people, perhaps 
one in ten thousand, can still sleep, and 
they've all shared the same golden dream. After 
six days of sleep deprivation, psychosis will 
set in. After four weeks, the body will die. In 
the interim, panic ensues and a bizarre new 
world arises.)

Baxter, S/Reynolds, A -- The Medusa Chronicles   
$16.99   (Authorized sequel to Arthur C. 
Clarke's Nebula-winning novella 'A Meeting with 
Medusa'. Howard Falcon almost lost his life as 
the first human to explore Jupiter's 
atmosphere. Human ingenuity brought him back, 
but he is now part man, part machine. As he 
journeys through the centuries granted by his 
new body, he returns always to the mysteries of 
Jupiter, and to the changing interaction 
between humanity and the universe.)

Belton, Claire -- Pusheen Mini Coloring Book    
$7.99   (The pleasantly plump and playful 
cartoon kitty for you to color.)

Black, Levi -- Red Right Hand    $14.99   
(Charlie is a survivor, not a hero, who finds 
herself tested as never before when the Man in 
Black demands she become his acolyte, embrace 



her dark magick, and join his crusade to 
destroy his fellow Elder Gods, supposedly to 
save humanity. But is he truly the lesser of 
two evils, or a menace far more treacherous?)

Bova, Ben -- The Best of Bova Volume 3    $16.00 
(PBO; Stories spanning five decades of Bova's 
sf career.)

Bradley, MZ/Ross, D -- Thunderlord    $7.99   
(Darkover: When the realm of Aldaran and their 
Scathfell cousins once again go to battle, can 
two sisters of the storm Gift lineage halt the 
devastation and create a lasting peace?)

Brown, Eric -- Binary System    $14.99   (After 
surviving a starship catastrophe, Delia Kemp 
finds herself stranded on an icebound world 
populated by hostile aliens determined to 
obtain Delia's scientific knowledge.)

Chance, Karen -- Ride the Storm    $7.99   
(Cassie Palmer #8: PBO; Ancient forces that 
once terrorized the world are trying to return, 
and Cassie is the only one who can stop them.)

Christopher, Adam -- Killing Is My Business    
$25.99   (Ray Electromatic #2: Robot PI turned 
hitman Ray Electromatic heads out into the Los 
Angeles sun with a new roster of clientele, 
only to find that his skills might be a bit 
rustier than he realized.)

Chu, Wesley -- The Rise of Io    $6.99   (On the 
border of a DMZ run by body-swapping alien 
invaders, Ella Patel - con artist, thief, and 
smuggler - becomes inhabited by Io, a low-



ranking Quasing who was involved in some of the 
worst decisions in history. Now Ella must help 
her complete her mission and investigate a rash 
of murders in the border states that maintain 
the frail peace.)

Clarke, N/Wallace, S (ed) -- Clarkesworld 
Magazine: Ten Years of Science Fiction & 
Fantasy    $19.95   (PBO; Anthology. Stories 
from the first decade of the award-winning 
online magazine.)

Correia, Larry -- Monster Hunter Siege    $25.00 
(MHI #6: When top hunter Owen Pitt gets a tip 
about some hunters gone MIA, he doesn't realize 
the mission to rescue them will snowball into 
the biggest operation in MHI history;  
Autographing at Uncle Hugo's Friday, August 4, 
4-6pm)

Crowley, Nate -- The Death and Life of Schneider 
Wrack    $9.99   (Schneider Wrack has been 
convicted of sedition. The sentence is death, 
and then reanimation, shipped out to the 
terrible world of Ocean to work on whaling 
ships until you fall apart or something gets 
you. And now Schneider has woken up, trapped in 
rotting limbs and a fading brain, and he's not 
happy. His revolution won't be fun or easy, but 
sometimes a zombie's got to do what a zombie's 
got to do.)

Drake, David -- Death's Bright Day    $7.99   
(RCN #11: When rebellion breaks out in the 
distant Tarbell Stars, high officials decide 
that only Daniel Leary and Adele Mundy can 



prevent a war between Cinnabar and the 
Alliance.)

Elliott, Kate -- Buried Heart    $17.99   (Court 
of Fives #3: Ages 12 and up. The Commoner class 
is intent on overthrowing their Patron 
overlords. When foreign enemies attack the 
kingdom, Jes must find a way to unite Commoners 
and Patrons to defend their home.)

Escalada, V.M. -- Halls of Law    $26.00   
(Faraman Prophecy #1: When Halia invades the 
Polity, they kill every Talent they can find. 
Kerida, along with Tel, a young soldier, 
manages to escape into the old mining tunnels. 
There a hidden colony of paranormal outcasts 
welcomes Kerida, believing she will fulfill a 
centuries-old prophecy.)

Feehan, Christine -- Dark Carousel    $7.99   
(Carpathian #26: A centuries-old curse unites 
Charlotte and Tariq in a war against the 
enemies of humans and Carpathians alike.)

Freed, Alexander -- Rogue One    $9.99   (Star 
Wars: Novelization of the film, with new and 
expanded scenes.)

French, John -- Resurrection    $27.00   
(Warhammer 40,000: Horusian Wars: When an 
inquisitorial conclave is attacked, leaving 
many dead, Inquisitor Covenant vows to hunt 
down agent Talicto and discover the truth 
behind the mysterious cult apparently at the 
heart of the massacre.)



Golden, Christie -- Inferno Squad    $28.99   
(Star Wars: After the destruction of the Death 
Star, the Imperial Navy has formed an elite 
team, the Inferno Squad, tasked with 
infiltrating and eliminating the remains of Saw 
Gerrera's Partisans.)

Golden, Christie -- Valerian and the City of a 
Thousand Planets    $7.99   (PBO; Official 
movie novelization.)

Goulding, L.J. -- Scythes of the Emperor    
$17.00   (Warhammer 40,000: Space Marine 
Battles: Includes a novel and 5 stories. 
Following the loss of their home world to the 
tyranid Hive Fleet Kraken, the Scythes of the 
Emperor begin a new kind of war against the 
alien menace.)

Green, Simon R. -- Death Shall Come    $28.99   
(Ishmael Jones #4: Ishmael and Penny attend the 
unveiling of an Egyptian mummy. When someone 
dies, Ishmael doesn't believe the mummy's curse 
is to blame, and sets out to find a human 
killer. But what is the explanation for the odd 
footsteps creeping along the corridors?)

Guran, Paula (ed) -- Ex Libris    $15.95   (PBO; 
Anthology. Fantasy and sf stories featuring 
librarians, libraries, and lore.)

Hamilton, Peter F. -- A Night Without Stars    
$8.99   (Commonwealth: Fallers #2: The two 
people on the planet who remember the 
Commonwealth try to reestablish contact, and 
also prevent an attack on the planet by one of 
the nastiest races in the galaxy.)



Hodgell, P.C. -- The Gates of Tagmeth    $16.00  
(Kencyrath #8: Jame sets out with a force of 
Southron warriors to reestablish the long-
fallen castle keep of Tagmeth as an outpost 
against the gathering power of Perimal 
Darkling. But Tagmeth hides a gate to a 
mystery;  Autographing at Uncle Hugo's 
Saturday, August 12, 1-2pm)

James, Vic -- Gilded Cage    $15.00   (In a 
modern-day Britain where each member of the 
lower classes must spend ten years serving the 
magically-gifted aristocracy, a teenager dreams 
of rebellion even as a dangerous young 
aristocrat seeks to remake the world with his 
dark gifts.)

Jester, David -- Forever After    $16.99   
(Michael is a grim reaper working the worst 
beat in the worst town, as disillusioned with 
death as he was with life. Now he and his 
friends must battle confused succubi, tormented 
psychopaths, evil henchmen, and a demon who 
thinks he's Santa Claus.)

Jowett, Lorna -- Dancing with the Doctor    
$28.00   (A scholarly examination of gender in 
the new Doctor Who universe, examining both the 
successful revival of the series since 2005 and 
its spinoff series.)

Kemp, Paul S. -- A Conversation in Blood    
$7.99   (Egil & Nix #3: When Nix plunders a 
tomb and snatches golden plates, the treasure 
brings trouble. Pursued by an abomination full 
of ravenous hunger and unquenchable wrath, Egil 
and Nix find all they hold dear, including 



their beloved tavern, in dire peril. To say 
nothing of the world itself.)

Klein, Tal -- The Punch Escrow    $14.99   
(2471: Joel spends his days training AI engines 
to act more human. He's an average guy with 
average problems - until he's accidentally 
duplicated while teleporting.)

Kowal, Mary Robinette -- Ghost Talkers    $16.99 
(London, during the Great War: British soldiers 
are conditioned to report to the Spirit Corps 
when they die, so the mediums of the Corps can 
pass along crucial information about troop 
movement. When it becomes clear to medium 
Ginger Stuyvesant that the Germans are directly 
targeting the Spirit Corps, she is determined 
to find out how, and stop them.)

Leake, Jessica -- Arcana    $7.99   (Sylvani #1: 
London, 1905: Katherine Sinclair joins the 
ranks of debutantes vying for suitors. She 
cannot imagine anything more loathsome - 
especially as she must conceal her otherworldly 
abilities. Those seeking her birthright could 
be hiding behind the facade of every suitor.)

Leicht, Stina -- Blackthorne    $16.99   
(Malorum Gates #2: The Acrasian army massacred 
most of Eledore's magic users, who were keeping 
the demon invasion at bay, and now that great 
evil is seeping into the world. Nels and his 
sister Suvi seek sanctuary and allies for the 
survivors, hoping to rebuild Eledore's 
civilization.)



Leo, Forrest -- The Gentleman    $16.00   (When 
Victorian poet Lionel Savage accidentally 
summons the Devil and then his wife disappears, 
Savage plans a rescue mission to Hell, 
accompanied by his butler, his unconventional 
kid sister, a bookseller, and a Buddhist.)

Likitalo, Leena -- The Five Daughters of the 
Moon    $17.99   (Waning Moon #1: The Crescent 
Empire teeters on the edge of revolution, and 
the Five Daughters of the Moon will be the ones 
to determine its future.)

Lostetter, Marina J. -- Noumenon    $15.99   
(PBO; 2088: The journey to explore an anomalous 
star will take eons. To maintain the genetic 
talent of the crew, the voyage is undertaken by 
clones. But each new generation has its own 
quirks, desires, and neuroses, and as the 
centuries pass, the society aboard the nine 
ships changes and evolves.)

Lovecraft/Tanabe -- The Hound and Other Stories  
$12.99   (Black & white manga adaptations of 3 
Lovecraft stories.)

MacNiven, Robbie -- Red Tithe    $16.00   
(Warhammer 40,000: Carcharodons: On the prison 
world of Zartak, the Night Lords have come. 
Then from the void another fleet emerges: the 
savage Carcharodon Astra. As the two packs of 
predators search for a young inmate with 
unnatural talents, the corridors run red with 
blood.)

Merbeth, K.S. -- Raid    $9.99   (Wastelanders 
#2: PBO; Clementine is a bounty hunter. Bound 



and gagged in her passenger seat is the most 
revered and reviled raider king in the eastern 
wastes. She can't cash him in, and she can't 
let him go. And in a world where lawlessness 
reigns, a tyrant worse than they ever imagined 
emerges to take the throne.)

Modesitt Jr., L.E. -- Assassin's Price    $27.99 
(Imager #11: Jarolian privateers are disrupting 
Solidar's shipping, destroying vessels and 
driving up the cost of goods. The threatening 
notes that follow in the wake of violence 
against Rex Lorien and his family demand action 
- build more ships, or expect someone to die.)

Nassise, Joseph (ed) -- Urban Enemies    $16.00  
(Anthology. For every hero trying to save the 
world, there's a villain trying to tear it all 
down. These are their stories.)

Noon, Jeff -- A Man of Shadows    $14.99   (In 
Dayzone, where the lights never go out, PI John 
Nyquist agrees to look for a teenage runaway. 
His quest takes him into the permanent dark of 
Nocturna, where he begins to suspect that the 
girl he seeks holds the key to the city's 
fate.)

Older, Malka -- Infomocracy    $15.99   
(Centenal Cycle #1: It's been 20 years since 
Information pioneered the switch from warring 
nation-states to global microdemocracy. When 3 
people realize that not everyone plans to play 
fair at the next election, everything is on the 
line.)



Palmatier, Joshua -- Reaping the Aurora    
$26.00   (Ley #3: Kara intends to use the 
Needle's Nexus to heal the distortion over the 
city, allowing the ley network to stabilize. 
But to do it, she will need the help of all the 
Wielders, including the White Cloaks. Can she 
trust them, or will they betray her to free 
their leader?)

Percy, Benjamin -- The Dark Net    $26.00   (The 
Dark Net, an anonymous and often criminal area 
in the secret reaches of the web, is real. And 
now an ancient darkness is gathering there, 
demons threatening to spread virally into the 
real world unless a ragtag crew can stop them.)

Pulley, Natasha -- The Bedlam Stacks    $26.00   
(1859: Cornish smuggler Merrick Tremayne is 
recruited to fetch quinine from deepest Peru. 
Surrounded by local stories of lost time, 
cursed woods, and living rock, Merrick must 
separate truth from folktale and find out what 
befell the previous expeditions.)

Ridler, Jason -- Hex-Rated    $14.99   
(Brimstone Files #1: 1970: Cults and the 
supernatural are leaking into Los Angeles, and 
for stage magician turned PI James Brimstone, 
that means business is picking up. His first 
client is an actress with a story of sex, 
demons, and violence on a porn set, but the 
investigation goes haywire as he encounters a 
new enemy whose powers may fill the streets 
with blood.)

Rowling, J.K. et al -- Harry Potter and the 
Cursed Child Parts I & II (Official Script of 



the West End Production)    $12.99   (Harry 
Potter #8: Ages 8 and up. Based on an original 
story by Rowling and set 19 years after book 7. 
Harry is now an overworked employee of the 
Ministry of Magic with 3 school-aged children.)

Shaw, Vivian -- Strange Practice    $14.99   
(Greta Helsing #1: PBO; In modern-day London, 
Dr. Helsing carries on her family's specialty, 
keeping the supernatural community not-alive 
and well. Can she rise to the challenge of 
stopping a sect that is killing humans and 
undead alike?)

Smith, Nicholas S -- Extinction Age    $9.99   
(Extinction Cycle #3: Humans are losing the 
war. Beckham and the survivors of 1st Platoon 
are battling through the tunnels when they make 
a grisly discovery. And Dr. Lovato is working 
on a new bioweapon to destroy the Variants when 
a derelict destroyer crashes into the shoreline 
carrying yet another threat.)

Snipes, W/Norman, R -- Talon of God    $27.99   
(Imagine everyone you know or love forced into 
a state of spiritual possession and slavery. 
Imagine a cabal of the world's most powerful 
causing this to cement their control. Imagine 
two heroes emerging from that darkness to 
battle the forces of evil.)

St. Clair, Margaret -- The Hole in the Moon and 
Other Tales    $14.95   (17 strange tales by 
the pioneering sf writer.)

Stirling, S.M. -- Prince of Outcasts    $9.99   
(Change #13: John Arminger Mackenzie's 



opportunity to prove his mettle arrives when 
his ship is caught in a fierce storm on the 
Pacific Ocean. John and his crew end up in the 
waters off southeast Asia, fighting to survive 
against vicious pirates and monstrous creatures 
of the deep.)

Sullivan, Michael J. -- Age of Swords    $28.00  
(First Empire #1: The magical weaponcraft of 
the dwarves could decide the war between humans 
and elves. It's up to our heroes to win over 
the dwarves, before humankind loses the war 
forever.)

Swallow, James -- Garro    $18.00   (Warhammer 
40,000: Horus Heresy: From the desolation of 
Isstvan to the halls of the Imperial Palace 
itself, Garro stands ready to strike back at 
the traitorous allies of the Warmaster. But the 
path he walks may lead him to question his true 
place in the Imperium.)

Tieryas, Peter -- United States of Japan    
$7.99   (Decades ago, Japan won WWII. Americans 
worship their infallible Emperor, and no one 
thinks Japan's wartime conduct was anything but 
exemplary - except a shadowy rebel group 
distributing an illegal video game that asks 
players to imagine what the world might be like 
if the US had won the war.)

Tomlinson, Patrick S. -- Children of the Divide  
$7.99   (Children of a Dead Earth #3: PBO; A 
new generation has come of age 18 years after 
reaching colony planet Gaia. Now the discovery 
of an alien installation inside the moon, 



terrorist attacks, and a kidnapping stretch the 
community to the breaking point.)

Turtledove, Harry -- After the Downfall    
$14.99   (Reissue; 1945: As Russian troops 
savage Berlin, Wehrmacht officer Hasso Pemsel, 
a career soldier, flees from a sniper's bullet 
and finds himself hurled into a world of 
wizards, dragons, and unicorns.)

Werner, C.L. -- Lord of Undeath    $16.00   
(Warhammer: Age of Sigmar: Realmgate Wars: 
Nagash has not been seen since Sigmar's 
pantheon parted ways. In his absence, his fell 
lieutenants have been free to pursue their own 
ends. As the shadow of the forces of Chaos 
seeks to smother them all, Sigmar's Stormcast 
Eternals arrive to deliver a crushing counter-
strike against the Ruinous Powers.)

White, Steve -- Gods of Dawn    $16.00   (TRA 
#6: PBO; The Transhumanists have been planting 
'time bombs' throughout recorded history. Now 
Jason Thanou and his fellow TRA agents must 
travel through Earth's bloody history to ensure 
the survival of the human race.)

Williams/Hoare/Clapham -- Glory Imperialis: 
Imperial Glory / Commissar / Iron Guard    
$21.00   (Warhammer 40,000: Astra Militarum: 
Reissue; Reprints 3 novels.)

Willis, Connie -- Crosstalk    $18.00   (A 
simple outpatient procedure that promises to 
increase empathy between romantic partners has 
become all the rage. Briddey and her boyfriend 
decide to try it, but things don't go as 



planned, and Briddey finds herself connected to 
someone different at a level far beyond what 
she signed up for.)

Wilson, Daniel H. -- The Clockwork Dynasty    
$26.95   (Present day: June discovers a 
terrible secret concealed in a centuries-old 
mechanical doll, and is thrown into a hidden 
world lurking just beneath the surface of our 
own. 1725: The tsar's mechanician brings to 
life two astonishingly humanlike mechanical 
beings, Peter and Elena. Possessed of uncanny 
power and destined to serve great empires, they 
are pulled into a legendary war that has raged 
for centuries.)

Wilson, G. Willow et al -- Ms. Marvel Volume 7   
$17.99   (Ages 12 and up. Full color graphic 
novel. Reprints issues 13-18 of the comic book. 
Civil War II is behind her, and a brand new 
chapter for Kamala Khan is about to begin. It's 
time for Kamala to find out exactly who she is 
when she is on her own.)

Expected Mid August

 -- It's Alive!    $30.00   (Classic horror and 
sf movie posters from the collection of 
Metallica lead guitarist Kirk Hammett.)

 -- Heroes of the Light Side    $24.99   (Star 
Wars: Interviews with the good guys, from the 
pages of Star Wars Insider magazine.)



Alexander, William -- A Properly Unhaunted Place 
$16.99   (Ages 8 and up. Rosa has just moved to 
the only ghost-free town in the world. She 
doesn't understand how her mother, a librarian 
who specializes in ghost-appeasement, could 
possibly want to live there. Jasper has lived 
there all his life, and can't imagine his 
unhaunted town any other way. Then an 
apparition thunders in, turning the quiet town 
upside down.)

Armstrong, Kelley -- Rituals    $24.50   
(Cainsville #5: Events reveal that a third 
supernatural force has been at work in 
Cainsville, a dark and malevolent entity that 
has had its eye on Olivia since she was a baby 
and is determined to win at any cost.)

Barton, Emily -- The Book of Esther    $16.00   
(August 1942: The Khazar kaganate, an isolated 
nation of Turkic warrior Jews, lies between 
Germany and Stalingrad. Only Esther, daughter 
of the nation's chief policy adviser, sees the 
ominous implications. She sets out to find a 
fabled village of Kabbalists, seeking their 
rumored ability to change her into a man so 
that she can convince her entire nation to 
fight for its very existence.)

Baxter, Stephen -- The Massacre of Mankind    
$27.00   (Sequel to the H.G. Wells classic War 
of the Worlds. 14 years ago, the Martians 
invaded England. The world has moved on, always 
watching the skies but content that humanity 
knows how to defeat the Martian menace. Devices 
taken from their abandoned machines have led to 



technological leaps forward. But the Martians 
have been learning, too. And this time, they 
plan to stay.)

Beagle, P/Weisman (ed) -- The New Voices of 
Fantasy    $16.95   (Anthology. These stories 
spotlight 19 breakout writers who are 
reinventing fantasy right now.)

Blue, Elly (ed) -- Biketopia    $9.95   (Ages 14 
and up. Anthology. 12 writers tackle utopias 
and dystopias in this volume of feminist sf 
stories about bicycling.)

Cato, Beth -- Call of Fire    $14.99   (Blood of 
Earth #2: PBO; 1906: To stop the Unified 
Pacific plans for world domination, Ingrid must 
learn more about the magic she inherited from 
her estranged father. But when Lee and Fenris 
are kidnapped, Ingrid and Cy must seek 
protection from the powerful and mysterious 
Theodore Roosevelt.)

Clark, Andy -- Kingsblade    $16.00   (Warhammer 
40,000: Imperial Knights: When Donatos falls to 
the heresy of the Word Bearers, the Knight 
Houses of Adrastapol are foremost in the 
vanguard to retake it.)

Coles, Bennett R. -- March of War    $14.95   
(Virtues of War #3: In the escalating war 
between Earth and Centauri, Malloy is on the 
front lines, tasked with rescuing Kane and his 
forces. Emmes works behind the scenes, trying 
to keep the Centauri from learning Earth's 
plans.)



Dembski-Bowden, Aaron -- Black Legion    $27.00  
(Warhammer 40,000: Returning from exile, 
Abaddon offers the disparate Chaos Space Marine 
warbands within the Eye of Terror a choice: 
join him or die. As his war host emerges to 
ravage the galaxy, none can stand in their 
path.)

Demchuk, David -- The Bone Mother    $17.99   
(Three villages on the Ukrainian-Romanian 
border are the final refuge for the mythical 
creatures of Eastern Europe. On the eve of the 
war that may eradicate them, with the ruthless 
Night Police descending on their sanctuary, 
they tell their stories and confront their 
destinies.)

Ellsworth, Spencer -- A Red Peace    $16.99   
(Starfire #1: Star navigator Jaqi, working the 
edges of human-settled space for whoever will 
hire her, stumbles into possession of an 
artifact that the Rebellion's leader wants 
desperately.)

Islington, James -- An Echo of Things to Come    
$26.00   (Licanius #2: Amnesty has been 
declared for the Augurs, but their reprieve may 
have come too late. In the capital, Wirr 
becomes Northwarden amid controversy, and Asha 
investigates the disappearance of the Shadows. 
Caeden races to fulfill the treacherous bargain 
with the Lyth, even as his returning memories 
suggest that the roots of the ancient war may 
not be as clear-cut as they seemed.)

Jemisin, N.K. -- The Stone Sky    $16.99   
(Broken Earth #3: PBO; The Moon will soon 



return. Whether this heralds the destruction of 
humankind or something worse will depend on two 
women. Essun hopes to find her daughter Nassun 
and forge a world where every orogene child can 
grow up safely. But Nassun has seen the evil of 
the world, and accepted what her mother will 
not admit: sometimes what is corrupt cannot be 
cleansed, only destroyed.)

Killjoy, Margaret -- The Lamb Will Slaughter the 
Lion    $11.99   (Danielle Cain #1: Novella. 
Searching for clues about her friend's sudden 
suicide, Danielle travels to a utopian squatter 
town, where things have gone awry since the 
town's residents summoned a spirit to serve as 
their judge and executioner.)

Knaak, Richard -- The Gryphon Mage    $16.00   
(Legends of the Dragonrealm: Turning War #2: 
Reissue; Nathan Bedlam has managed to free most 
of the human mages, but with treachery at every 
turn, the only hope the rebels have is to seize 
the City of Knowledge. Doing that will require 
forcing the Gryphon to realize the power within 
him.)

Mann, George (ed) -- Further Associates of 
Sherlock Holmes    $14.95   (Anthology. Famous 
associates of the Great Detective - colleagues, 
clients, and villains - narrate these original 
stories, mostly by horror and steampunk 
authors.)

May, Andrew -- Destination Mars    $12.95   
(What's it like on Mars, and why should anyone 
want to go there? How do you get there, and 



what are the risks? May answers these questions 
and more.)

Milan, Victor -- The Dinosaur Princess    $24.99 
(Dinosaur Lords #3: The ancient gods who 
brought humans to Paradise have returned to 
judge their experiment. The Grey Angels, fabled 
ancient weapons of the gods, have come to rid 
the world of sin, and if humans are deemed 
unworthy, they will be scourged from the face 
of Paradise.)

Milford, Kate -- The Left-Handed Fate    $7.99   
(Bluecrowne #2: Ages 10 and up. With England 
and Napoleonic France at war, Lucy Bluecrowne 
and Max Ault search for the three pieces of a 
strange and arcane engine they believe can end 
the conflict. But the French are also after the 
engine, as are the crew of a mysterious vessel 
that seems to appear out of thin air.)

North, Claire -- The End of the Day    $15.99   
(At the end of the day, Death visits everyone. 
Right before that, Charlie does. Would you 
shake his hand, take the gift he offers? Or 
would you pay no attention to his words? 
Sometimes he is sent as a courtesy, sometimes 
as a warning. He never knows which.)

Phelps, Ethel J (ed) -- Sea Girl    $14.95   
(Ages 8 and up. In these folktales from around 
the world, heroines wade monstrous rivers, 
escape ogres' nests, and outsmart sharks and 
tigers.)

Poore, Michael -- Reincarnation Blues    $27.00  
(Milo has had 9995 chances so far, and has just 



5 more lives to earn a place in the cosmic 
soul. If he doesn't make the cut, oblivion 
awaits. But all Milo really wants is to fall 
forever into the arms of Death - or Suzie, as 
he calls her.)

Resnick, Mike -- The Castle in Cassiopeia    
$17.00   (Dead Enders #3: PBO; As the only 
humans on a totally militarized alien world, 
Pretorius and his Dead Enders must first find 
out where the best-guarded member of the 
enemy's military is hiding, and then find a way 
past the defenses to kill or capture him.)

Riordan, Rick -- The Percy Jackson Coloring Book 
$15.99   (Percy Jackson: Ages 8 and up. Amusing 
portraits, dramatic scenes, and intricate 
designs to color.)

Smith-Spark, Anna -- The Court of Broken Knives  
$15.99   (Empires of Dust #1: Merith, the 
exiled son of an emperor, fights to reclaim his 
throne.)

Tolkien, J.R.R. -- The Story of Kullervo    
$14.99   (Mythopoeic Award finalist. First 
publication of a previously unknown work of 
fantasy, the story of a luckless orphan boy 
with supernatural powers and a tragic destiny.)

Turtledove, Harry -- The House of Daniel    
$15.99   (A tale of minor league baseball in an 
alternate Depression-era USA full of wild 
magic.)

Whedon, Joss et al -- No Power in the 'Verse    
$19.99   (Serenity: Full color graphic novel. 



When a call for help takes Mal and the crew to 
an Alliance post on the Outer Rim, they find a 
new force building strength to take up the 
Browncoats' struggle.)

Recently Received and Forthcoming Mystery

 -- Mystery Scene #149    $7.50   (Donna Leon; 
Wendy Corsi Staub; reviews; more.)

Child, Lee -- No Middle Name    $27.00   (Jack 
Reacher: 11 short stories plus a novella 
original to this collection.)

Cronin, Doreen -- Into the Wild    $6.99   
(Chicken Squad #3: Ages 7 and up. In their 
latest case, the fluffy young detectives are 
determined to figure out who is living in the 
new cage in the yard.)

Doherty, Paul -- The Great Revolt    $17.95   
(Brother Athelstan #16: 1381 CE: Brother 
Athelstan has been summoned to the monastery at 
Blackfriars, tasked with solving the murder of 
a fellow priest, only to find himself 
investigating a royal murder that took place 
decades earlier.)

Edwards, Martin (ed) -- Motives for Murder    
$19.00   (Anthology. 20 original stories by the 
Detection Club in honor of Peter Lovesey's 80th 
birthday.)

Grant, Maxwell -- Death Token / Three Stamps of 
Death    $14.95   (Shadow #112: Pulp reprints.)



Grant, Maxwell -- Legacy of Death / The Devil's 
Partner    $14.95   (Shadow #113: Pulp 
reprints.)

Grant, Maxwell -- Death by Proxy / Loot of Death 
$14.95   (Shadow #114: Pulp reprints.)

Grant, Maxwell -- The Keeper's Gold / Forgotten 
Gold    $14.95   (Shadow #115: Pulp reprints.)

Grant, Maxwell -- Master of Flame / Town of Hate 
$14.95   (Shadow #117: Pulp reprints.)

Hiltunen, Pekka -- Black Noise    $16.95   
(Studio #2: Someone is loading ultraviolent 
torture and murder videos to the internet. When 
bodies start showing up on the London streets, 
it begins to seem the videos might be real. 
Mari and Lia and the Studio team set out to 
track down the killer.)

Jecks, Michael -- Rebellion's Message    $17.95  
(Jack Blackjack #1: 1554: Light-fingered Jack 
Blackjack knows he's not going to have a good 
day when he wakes with a sore head next to a 
dead body. And when he discovers what's in the 
dead man's purse, the one he'd stolen, his day 
gets much worse.)

Jones, G. Wayman -- The Black Bat and the Trojan 
Horse / The Black Bat's Dragon Trail    $14.95  
(Black Bat #6: Pulp reprints.)

Jones, G. Wayman -- The Black Bat's Justice / 
The Black Bat and the Red Menace    $14.95   
(Black Bat #7: Pulp reprints.)



Kuhn, Cynthia -- The Semester of Our Discontent  
$15.95   (Lila Maclean #1: Agatha Award winner. 
English professor Lila Maclean is thrilled 
about her new job at Stonedale University, 
until she finds one of her colleagues dead. 
When she learns that everyone from the 
chancellor to the police believes Lila, or 
someone she is protecting, is responsible, she 
sets out to find the real killer.)

Larsson/Lagercrantz -- The Girl in the Spider's 
Web    $9.99   (Millennium #4: A continuation 
of Larsson's series, written by David 
Lagercrantz. Journalist Mikael Blomkvist gets a 
call from a trusted source who claims to have 
information vital to the US. The source has 
been in contact with a young woman hacker - who 
resembles someone Blomkvist knows only too 
well. In desperate need of a scoop, he turns to 
Lisbeth Salander for help.)

Logan, Chuck -- Broker    $16.00   (1979: Broker 
has contracted with the state crime bureau for 
a risky undercover job that no cop could do, 
and it's turned ugly: a former foreign agent 
has turned up dead in a remote patch of woods, 
and a ton of contraband is in play that could 
have international implications.)

O'Donnell, P/Romero, E -- Children of Lucifer: 
Children of Lucifer / The Hanging Judge / Death 
Symbol    $19.95   (Modesty Blaise: Reprints 
classic black & white comic strips featuring 
three adventures of detective Modesty Blaise 
and her trusty henchman Willie Garvin.)



Rendon, Marcie -- Murder on the Red River    
$15.95   (PBO; So there Cash and Sheriff 
Wheaton are, staring at the dead Indian lying 
in the field. Soon Cash is dreaming the dead 
man's cheap house on the Red Lake Reservation. 
She has that kind of power. That's the place to 
start looking, but there's a long and dangerous 
way to go to find the men who killed him.)

Rowe, Rosemary -- The Ides of June    $17.95   
(Libertus #16: Libertus' wealthy patron, until 
recently one of the most influential men in the 
Empire, finds himself deprived of privilege and 
protection, and threatened by both the 
political establishment in Rome and an 
anonymous enemy closer to home. The murder of 
another councilor, similarly placed, makes the 
matter urgent.)

Sands, Kevin -- Mark of the Plague    $7.99   
(Blackthorn Key #2: Ages 10 and up. The Black 
Death has returned to London, but an unknown 
apothecary has arrived with a cure that 
actually works. When an assassin threatens the 
apothecary's life, Christopher and Tom risk 
their lives to untangle a dark conspiracy.)

Tuomainen, Antti -- The Mine    $14.95   
(Reporter Janne Vuori sets out to uncover the 
truth about a mining company, whose illegal 
activities have created an environmental 
disaster in a northern Finland town. Then 
company executives begin to die in suspicious 
accidents.)

Whishaw, Iona -- Death in a Darkening Mist    
$14.95   (Lane Winslow #2: 1946: Ex-British 



intelligence agent Lane Winslow is drawn into a 
murder investigation when a Russian-speaking 
guest dies at a rural Canadian resort.)

Expected Early June

Abel, James -- Cold Silence    $9.99   (Joe Rush 
#3: Bioterror expert Joe Rush arrives at a 
geological dig in Somalia to find the 
researchers exhibiting horrific symptoms of an 
ancient sickness - and then the illness breaks 
out in the US.)

Adler, Elizabeth -- The Charmers    $7.99   
(When her aunt dies mysteriously, Mirabella 
finds herself the new owner of a villa in the 
south of France. But with the inheritance come 
unexpected mysteries and dangers.)

Atherton, Nancy -- Aunt Dimity and the Widow's 
Curse    $26.00   (Aunt Dimity #22: With Aunt 
Dimity's advice, Lori sets out to learn the 
truth about what the residents of Old Cowertown 
refer to as 'the widow's curse'.)

Atkins, Ace -- The Innocents    $16.00   (Quinn 
Colson #6: Sheriff Quinn Colson, back on the 
job after a year away, investigates when a 
young woman is found walking down the middle of 
the highway engulfed in flames.)

Barrett, Lorna -- Title Wave    $7.99   
(Booktown #10: On a Mystery Lovers cruise, 
Tricia and Angelica investigate when a fellow 
passenger is murdered.)



Bass, Jefferson -- Without Mercy    $9.99   
(Body Farm #9: Serial killer Satterfield has 
escaped from prison, and plans to make Dr. Bill 
Brockton suffer, by taking away everything that 
matters to Brockton.)

Bell Jr., Albert A. -- Fortune's Fool    $15.95  
(Pliny the Younger #6: PBO; When the workmen 
adding a wing onto his Lake Como villa discover 
a skeleton, Pliny launches a scientific 
investigation - and receives anonymous threats 
to cease.)

Berenson, Laurien -- Live and Let Growl    $7.99 
(Melanie Travis #19: When an old friend suffers 
a fatal accident while walking her dogs, Aunt 
Peg suspects foul play and asks Melanie to 
investigate.)

Black, Cara -- Murder in Saint-Germain    $27.95 
(Aimee Leduc #16: 1999: A counterterrorism 
agent is convinced she's being stalked by a 
Serbian warlord her team took down. Her boss 
thinks she's imagining things, so she begs 
Aimee to investigate.)

Brown, Fredric -- Murder Draws a Crowd    $50.00 
(Fredric Brown Mystery Library #1: Collection. 
Short fiction originally published in mystery 
pulps between 1938 and 1942.)

Brown, Fredric -- Death in the Dark    $50.00   
(Fredric Brown Mystery Library #2: Collection. 
Short fiction originally published in mystery 
pulps in 1942.)



Brown, Rita Mae -- A Hiss Before Dying    $27.00 
(Mrs. Murphy #25: When the local beaglers and 
their hounds unexpectedly discover a dead body, 
Harry picks up a trail of clues dating back to 
the post-Revolutionary War past.)

Carr, Caleb -- Surrender, New York    $18.00   
(Criminal psychologist Trajan Jones and trace 
evidence expert Mike Li investigate when 
several teens - 'throwaway children' who have 
been abandoned by their families - are 
gruesomely murdered in rural New York)

Casey, Elizabeth Lynn -- Patterned After Death   
$7.99   (Southern Sewing Circle #12: PBO; When 
a sewing circle member's son is accused of 
killing his business partner, the ladies set 
out to catch the real killer.)

Christie, A/Hannah, S -- Closed Casket    $14.99 
(Hercule Poirot: As guests arrive for a party, 
Lady Playford announces she has decided to cut 
off her children without a penny, and leave her 
fortune to an invalid with only weeks to live. 
Poirot and Inspector Catchpool don't know why 
they were invited to the party. Does Lady 
Playford expect a murder? Is she trying to 
provoke a killer? And - when the crime occurs 
despite their efforts to stop it - why does the 
victim's identity make no sense at all?)

Coben, Harlan -- Home    $9.99   (Myron Bolitar 
#11: Ten years after the kidnapping of two 
wealthy boys, one of them returns home. Where 
has he been? And what can he tell Myron and Win 
about his still-missing friend?)



Collins, Kate -- Yews with Caution    $7.99   
(Flower Shop #19: PBO; Abby investigates the 
killing of a local landscaper.)

Corby, Gary -- The Singer from Memphis    $15.95 
(Nicolaos & Diotima #6: Would-be author 
Herodotus has hired Nico and Diotima to 
accompany him on a research trip to Egypt. But 
with Egypt rebelling against the Persians, 
three different armies roaming the countryside, 
pirates at sea, and crocodiles in the river, 
what was supposed to be a simple historical 
investigation turns into a dangerous 
adventure.)

Dawson, Janet -- Water Signs    $15.95   (Jeri 
Howard #12: PBO; Oakland PI Jeri Howard 
investigates the death of a former coworker.)

Djian, Philippe -- Elle    $15.95   (Michele has 
been raped. She has almost no recollection of 
her attacker, but she senses his presence - he 
is never far away. In her fifties, independent, 
and unsentimental, she refuses to be reduced to 
a victim. When her rapist begins taunting her 
with messages, she takes measures to protect 
herself until she can discover his identity.)

Erickson, Alex -- Death by Vanilla Latte    
$7.99   (Bookstore Cafe #4: PBO; Krissy's dad, 
famed mystery writer James Hancock, pays an 
unexpected visit and brews up a batch of 
trouble.)

Evanovich, J/Sutton, P -- Curious Minds    $8.99 
(Knight & Moon #1: Riley Moon is an analyst at 
a big bank, where she uncovers what looks like 



an embezzlement scheme leading straight to the 
top. With his gold missing and analysts 
disappearing, eccentric Emerson Knight, the 
bank's biggest client, teams up with Riley to 
undertake his own investigation.)

Fee, Vickie -- One Fete in the Grave    $7.99   
(Liv & Di in Dixie #3: PBO; Liv has put 
together an unforgettable Independence Day 
celebration for her small town. Maybe too 
unforgettable: a town council member is found 
dead on the festival grounds.)

Finch, Kay -- The Black Cat Sees His Shadow    
$7.99   (Bad Luck Cat #3: PBO; When a bad-
tempered jewelry vendor is found dead at the 
fall festival, Sabrina and her cat Hitchcock 
must find the killer to clear a friend's name.)

Finder, Joseph -- Guilty Minds    $9.99   (Nick 
Heller #3: A gossip website is about to break a 
salacious story about the Chief Justice of the 
US Supreme Court. Nick Heller has just 48 hours 
to disprove the story.)

Fox, Candice -- Eden    $9.99   (Bennett & 
Archer #2: Ned Kelly Award winner. Homicide 
detective Frank Bennett's partner Eden Archer 
has a talent for catching killers, but her idea 
of justice has little to do with courtrooms. 
Three girls are missing, and Eden is going 
undercover at a remote farm. Frank's job is to 
keep an eye on his partner while she's there - 
but is it to protect her, or to protect others 
from her?)



Franken, Al -- Al Franken, Giant of the Senate   
$28.00   (A memoir from the comedian turned US 
Senator for the state of Minnesota.)

Goldberg, Leonard -- The Daughter of Sherlock 
Holmes    $25.99   (1914: Nurse Joanna Blalock 
joins Dr. John Watson's investigative team.)

Golemon, David L. -- The Traveler    $8.99   
(Event Group #10: Colonel Jack Collins has 
summoned the best of the Event Group to help 
with his new mission: bring one of their own 
home from a world that existed in the past.)

Griffin/Butterworth -- Broken Trust    $9.99   
(Badge of Honor #13: Philly cop Matt Payne 
investigates a young socialite's death. 
Evidence suggests suicide, but something just 
doesn't sit right.)

Hamilton, Glen Erik -- Hard Cold Winter    $9.99 
(Van Shaw #2: When one of his grandfather's 
cronies calls in a favor, Van heads to the 
Olympic Mountains in search of a missing girl 
tied to Van's own criminal past. What he finds 
is a murder scene that includes an influential 
Seattleite.)

Hawley, Noah -- Before the Fall    $15.99   
(Edgar winner; Thriller finalist. When a 
private jet goes down near Martha's Vineyard, 
the only survivors are a painter and a young 
boy who is now the sole surviving member of a 
wealthy media mogul's family. The mystery 
surrounding the tragedy heightens.)



Housewright, David -- What the Dead Leave Behind 
$25.99   (Mac McKenzie #14: A favor for his 
stepdaughter, investigating the unsolved murder 
of her college friend's father, gets 
complicated when Mac uncovers a connection to 
another unsolved killing; Signed copies 
expected)

Houston, Victoria -- Dead Spider    $16.99   
(Loon Lake #17: Lew and Doc face another murder 
investigation when the richest man in Wisconsin 
is shot in the head during the annual Loon Lake 
Youth Fishing Tournament.)

Johnson, Carrie H. -- Cold Flash    $9.95   
(Muriel Mabley #2: PBO; With heroin deaths 
epidemic throughout Philly, Muriel has her 
hands full stopping a related killing spree 
that's taking out gang members and innocents 
alike.)

Kanon, Joseph -- Defectors    $27.00   (In 1949, 
CIA agent Frank Weeks vanished behind the Iron 
Curtain after being exposed as a Communist spy. 
12 years later, he's writing a KGB-approved 
memoir - and wants his publisher brother Simon 
to come to Moscow to edit it.)

Karp, Larry & Casey -- The RagTime Traveler    
$15.95   (When a duffel filled with ragtime 
legend Scott Joplin's handwritten music 
surfaces, musicologist Alan Chandler is pulled 
into a web of murder.)

Keller, Julia -- A Killing in the Hills    $8.99 
(Bell Elkins #1: After three elderly men are 
gunned down at the local diner, one of the 



witnesses gradually realizes she may have seen 
the shooter - and that he might be someone she 
knows.)

Kubica, Mary -- The Good Girl    $9.99   (When 
her boyfriend doesn't show, Mia unwisely leaves 
the bar with a stranger who seems like a safe 
one-night stand. Going home with him will be 
the worst mistake of Mia's life.)

Laurie, Victoria -- A Grave Prediction    $7.99  
(Psychic Eye #14: Professional psychic Abby 
Cooper is in San Diego to help train FBI 
officers to use their intuition. They're 
supposed to be cracking a series of bank 
robberies, but instead Abby gets a vision of 
four buried bodies.)

Limon, Martin -- Ping Pong Heart    $15.95   
(Sueno & Bascom #11: South Korea, 1974: When 
Major Frederick Schulz is found hacked to death 
days after accusing a bar girl of stealing some 
money, CID sergeants Sueno and Bascom discover 
the major was investigating an Army 
counterintelligence unit.)

Logan, Kylie -- French Fried    $7.99   (Ethnic 
Eats #2: PBO; When one of Aunt Sophie's friends 
is poisoned, Laurel turns from cooking to 
sleuthing.)

Lovegrove, James -- The Labyrinth of Death    
$14.95   (Sherlock Holmes: 1895: Holmes and 
Watson's search for a man's missing daughter 
leads them to the Elysians, a dubious religious 
sect that conducts rituals derived from Greek 
mythology.)



Lugar/Huang/Phipps (ed) -- Organizing Crime: The 
Mystery Company's Guide to Series 4th edition   
$22.00   (Thousands of titles in hundreds of 
popular, active mystery series, organized into 
checklists by author; spiral-bound.)

Lugar/Phipps (ed) -- Organizing Crime Classics: 
The Mystery Company's Guide to Timeless Series 
2nd edition    $18.00   (Thousands of titles in 
hundreds of inactive mystery series, organized 
into checklists by author; spiral-bound.)

MacBride, Stuart -- A Dark So Deadly    $26.99   
(An ancient mummy has turned up at the 
Oldcastle tip,and DC Callum MacGregor of the 
Misfit Mob - where Police Scotland dumps its 
problem officers - is tasked with finding out 
where it was stolen from. When he uncovers 
links between the mummy and missing young men, 
the Misfit Mob find themselves the only thing 
standing between the killer's victims and a 
slow, lingering death.)

Mackay, Malcolm -- The Night the Rich Men Burned 
$15.99   (Violence spills out into the city's 
streets as the three most powerful rivals in 
Glasgow's dark and dangerous debt collection 
business make deadly attempts to outmaneuver 
one another.)

Martin, Kat -- Beyond Reason    $7.99   (PBO; 
Carly Drake is burying Drake Trucking's top 
driver, and the cops have no leads on the 
hijacking and murder. Faced with bankruptcy and 
anonymous threats, Carly teams up with Linc 
Cain to find out who's trying to shut down her 
family's business.)



Mathews, Francine -- Death on Nantucket    
$24.95   (Merry Folger #5: In her latest murder 
investigation, Merry grapples with a family of 
unreliable storytellers - some incapable of 
recalling the past, others determined that it 
never be known - to get to the truth.)

May, Peter -- Freeze Frame    $14.99   (Enzo 
Files #4: Reissue; A man, dead for 20 years, 
left clues in his study designed to reveal his 
killer's identity; forensics ace Enzo Macleod 
follows them to a tiny French island, where the 
locals have no desire to see the long-ago 
murder back in the headlines.)

McCafferty, Keith -- Buffalo Jump Blues    
$16.00   (Sean Stranahan #5: Sheriff Martha 
Ettinger is investigating the death of a young 
man at a buffalo jump site. PI Sean Stranahan 
is searching for a young woman's old flame - 
which leads him right into the buffalo jump 
case.)

McHugh, Laura -- Arrowood    $16.00   (Thriller 
finalist. Arden has inherited Arrowood, an 
ornate historical home near the Mississippi 
River in southern Iowa, and returns there 
determined to finally establish what happened 
to her twin sisters there twenty years ago.)

Neville, Stuart -- So Say the Fallen    $15.95   
(Serena Flanagan #2: The death of a car dealer, 
who was maimed in a recent accident, looks like 
suicide, but something doesn't feel right to 
Belfast detective Serena Flanagan. As she 
investigates, she realizes the man's widow is 
not what she seems.)



Palmer, Daniel -- Forgive Me    $9.99   (After 
her mom dies, PI Angie DeRose finds a 
mysterious photo. Does she have a sister she 
was never told about?)

Persson, Leif G.W. -- The Dying Detective    
$27.95   (A retired Swedish homicide detective 
races against time to solve a cold case from 
his hospital bed.)

Quinn, Spencer -- Bow Wow    $16.99   (Bowser & 
Birdie #3: Ages 8 and up. When Snoozy, the 
clerk at the Gaux family fishing store, 
disappears, young Birdie Gaux and her dog 
Bowser are determined to find him and bring him 
safely home.)

Sefton, Maggie -- Knit to Be Tied    $7.99   
(Knitting #14: New knitter Nancy is pregnant, 
but the father of her baby isn't quite the man 
she dreamed he was. When he dies in a hit-and-
run, the knitters are determined to chase down 
the culprit. Includes a knitting pattern.)

Simenon, Georges -- Maigret at Picratt's 
(alternate titles: Maigret and the Strangled 
Stripper / Maigret in Montmartre)    $12.00   
(Maigret #36: Reissue; A dancer at a Montmarte 
club reports to the police that she heard two 
men planning to kill a countess. The police 
ignore her claim - until the dancer is found 
strangled. To get to the truth, Maigret must 
dive into the seedy underbelly of Paris.)

Simenon, Georges -- Maigret Takes a Room 
(alternate title: Maigret Rents a Room)    
$13.00   (Maigret #37: Reissue; When a man is 



killed outside a boarding house, Maigret moves 
into the boarding house to solve the case.)

Smith, Alexander McCall -- Precious and Grace    
$15.00   (No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency #17: 
Mma Ramotswe and Mma Makutsi usually see eye to 
eye on professional matters, but when a 
Canadian woman asks for help in recovering 
memories of her Botswana childhood, differences 
of opinion arise between the two friends.)

Thor, Brad -- Foreign Agent    $9.99   (Scot 
Harvath #16: When a US black ops team is 
ambushed near Syria, signs point to a dangerous 
informant in Brussels.)

Vallgren, Carl-Johan -- The Boy in the Shadows   
$16.99   (Decades ago, Joel's brother was 
kidnapped from a Stockholm subway station. Now, 
when Joel goes missing, his wife turns to an 
old friend, computer programmer Danny Katz, for 
help.)

Webb, Debra -- A Deeper Grave    $9.99   (Shades 
of Death #2: PBO; Nick Shade hunts serial 
killers. When he rescued detective Bobbie 
Gentry, he didn't intend to be a hero. Or a 
target. But now a copycat murderer is at work, 
and reuniting with Bobbie is Nick's best chance 
at neutralizing the threat.)

Wilson, F. Paul -- Panacea    $9.99   (ICE 
Sequence #1: Faced with two charred corpses and 
no answers, medical examiner Laura Hanning 
finds herself enmeshed in an ancient conflict 
between rival secret societies.)



Woods, Stuart -- Indecent Exposure    $28.00   
(Stone Barrington #42: When Stone is thrust 
into the limelight, he finds himself fending 
off pesky nuisances and scrambling for cover. 
When he runs afoul of a particularly tenacious 
woman, he finds himself struggling to protect 
not just his reputation, but his life.)

Expected Mid June

Bonini, C/De Cataldo, G -- Suburra    $18.00   
(During the final days of Berlusconi's reign, a 
proposal that will turn Ostia into a Las Vegas 
on the Mediterranean is being sponsored by 
politicians in the pay of crime syndicates. 
Business as usual - until a gang of local thugs 
insists on a bigger cut than agreed upon.)

Brons, Janet -- Measured for Murder    $14.95   
(Hay & Forsyth #3: Hay and Forsyth's plans for 
a weekend rendezvous in Paris are put on hold 
when DCI Hay realizes he has a serial killer on 
his patch.)

Child, Lee (ed) -- MatchUp    $27.00   
(Anthology. Crime stories pairing male and 
female thriller writers and their signature 
characters.)

Edwards, Martin (ed) -- Miraculous Mysteries    
$12.95   (Anthology. Classic locked room 
mysteries and impossible crimes.)

Evanovich, Janet -- Dangerous Minds    $28.00   
(Knight & Moon #2: A Pacific island has 



vanished without a trace, and Emerson Knight is 
determined to find it.)

Faust, Christa et al -- Peepland    $19.99   
(Full color graphic novel. When a pornographer 
is murdered, peepbooth worker Roxy Bell and her 
ex-partner Nick Zero find themselves under fire 
from criminals, cops, and the city elite as 
they begin to untangle a web of corruption 
leading straight to city hall.)

Hill, Walter et al -- Triggerman    $19.99   
(Full color graphic novel. Prohibition era: 
When Chicago's Mafia elite spring him from 
jail, notorious gun for hire Roy Nash once 
again finds himself thrown headfirst into a 
life of bloodshed and bullets as he tries to 
save the girl he left behind.)

King, Laurie R. -- Lockdown    $28.00   (Someone 
with a thirst for revenge turns a school Career 
Day into an explosive confrontation.)

Millar, Margaret -- The First Detectives: The 
Invisible Worm / The Weak-Eyed Bat / The Devil 
Loves Me / Wall of Eyes / The Iron Gates    
$17.99   (Collected Millar: Reissue; 5 mystery 
novels, 3 with Dr. Paul Prye and 2 with 
Inspector Sands.)

Pronzini, Bill -- Endgame    $24.99   (Nameless 
Detective #41: The agency takes on two cases: a 
woman whose husband died accidentally in a 
remote cabin wants to know if he went there 
alone; and the disappearance of an agoraphobic 
woman who never left her house.)



Sanchez, Mamen -- The Altogether Unexpected 
Disappearance of Atticus Craftsman    $16.00   
(Madrid: Inspector Manchego gets to work 
unraveling the mystery of an English 
publisher's disappearance, but there to block 
him at every turn are the five Spanish women 
who run the magazine the publisher planned to 
shut down.)

Schmitt, Gerry -- Little Girl Gone    $16.00   
(Afton Tangler #1: In a Minneapolis suburb, a 
baby is abducted and her babysitter is 
violently assaulted. Family liaison officer 
Afton Tangler comes to suspect that whoever did 
this has taken babies before. Can she crack the 
case before more children go missing?)

Walker, Martin -- The Templars' Last Secret    
$25.95   (Bruno #10: Bruno discovers a 
connection between an archaeologist's death and 
an ancient Knights Templar stronghold.)

Westlake, Donald E. -- Forever and a Death    
$22.99   (A never before published novel, based 
on a treatment he wrote for a James Bond movie 
that was never filmed. A businessman thrown out 
of Hong Kong when the Chinese took over decides 
to take revenge by stealing the gold from Hong 
Kong bank vaults and then using a dooomsday 
device to collapse the city.)

Winslow, Don -- The Force    $27.99   (Denny 
Malone and his crew are an NYPD elite special 
unit, given carte blanche to fight gangs, 
drugs, and guns. He's done whatever it takes to 
serve and protect a city where no one is clean 
- including Malone and his team.)



Expected Early July

Alexander, Ellie -- A Crime of Passion Fruit    
$7.99   (Bakeshop #6: PBO; Jules agrees to a 
working holiday on her ex's cruise ship; it 
isn't long before a dead body finds its way 
onto the itinerary.)

Blackwell, Juliet -- A Ghostly Light    $7.99   
(Haunted Home Renovation #7: PBO; Mel is 
excited about helping her friend Alicia 
transform a lighthouse into an inn. When 
Alicia's abusive ex winds up dead at the base 
of the lighthouse stairs, Mel will need the 
help of the lighthouse ghosts to clear her 
friend's name.)

Bouman, Tom -- Fateful Mornings    $25.95   
(Henry Farrell #2: Heroin has arrived in Wild 
Thyme, PA, along with a surge in burglaries and 
other crimes. A local carpenter has admitted he 
shot a man, and that his girlfriend is missing. 
With the patience of a hunter, Farrell ventures 
into a world of shadow beyond the fields and 
forests of home.)

Castillo, Linda -- Among the Wicked    $7.99   
(Kate Burkholder #8: Chief of Police Kate 
Burkholder is asked to infiltrate a reclusive 
Amish settlement where a child has been found 
dead under suspicious circumstances.)

Chazin, Suzanne -- No Witness But the Moon    
$9.99   (Jimmy Vega #3: When Vega uncovers 
links between his most recent case and his 



mother's murder, his need for answers sends him 
back to his old Bronx neighborhood.)

Cochran, Peg -- Sowed to Death    $7.99   
(Farmer's Daughter #2: PBO; To clear her 
neighbor's name, Shelby looks into a killing at 
the county fair.)

Connolly, John -- A Game of Ghosts    $26.99   
(Charlie Parker #15: PI Jaycob Eklund, who was 
tracking homicides and disappearances linked to 
reports of hauntings, has vanished, and Charlie 
Parker is assigned to track him down.)

Cornwell, Patricia -- Chaos    $9.99   
(Scarpetta #24: A woman is killed while riding 
her bike near the Charles River. It appears she 
was struck by lightning, but the weather is 
perfectly clear, and Dr. Kay Scarpetta decides 
at the scene that this was no accidental act of 
God.)

Corrigan, Maya -- The Tell-Tale Tarte    $7.99   
(Five-Ingredient #4: PBO; Val and her Granddad 
are working at Rick's House of Usher. Can she 
figure out who killed the actor playing Edgar 
Allan Poe?)

Cotterill, Colin -- I Shot the Buddha    $15.95  
(Dr. Siri #11: 1979: A cryptic note from a 
missing housemate sends retired coroner Dr. 
Siri Paiboun and his friends on a mission to 
help a Buddhist monk escape across the river to 
Thailand, a task that finds them running afoul 
of Lao secret service officers and famous 
spiritualists.)



Dodd, Christina -- Because I'm Watching    $8.99 
(Virtue Falls #3: The survivor of a college 
dorm massacre, Madeline is haunted by ghosts 
and tormented by a killer only she can see. 
When the imaginary killer takes form, she 
fights back. But will she be strong enough to 
triumph?)

Dunn, Matthew -- A Soldier's Revenge    $9.99   
(Will Cochrane #6: Will wakes up in a New York 
hotel room and finds a murdered woman in the 
bathtub, his own bloody handprint nearby, and 
no signs that another person was in the room. 
His only chance to clear his name is to find 
the real killer.)

Eaton, J.C. -- Booked 4 Murder    $7.99   
(Sophie Kimball #1: PBO; Members of her mom's 
book club are dying, but Sophie is pretty sure 
a cursed book is not the culprit. Is someone 
really knocking off the ladies?)

Fairstein, Linda -- Killer Look    $9.99   
(Alexandra Cooper #18: When a top fashion 
designer is murdered, DA Cooper must find the 
killer in a world created entirely out of 
fantasy and illusion.)

Ferris, Monica -- Knit Your Own Murder    $7.99  
(Needlecraft #19: When a woman is poisoned at a 
fund-raising auction, her ruthless business 
rival finds himself a prime suspect. Betsy is 
determined to uncover the real murderer.)

Gilstrap, John -- Final Target    $9.99   
(Jonathan Grave #9: The mission: drop into the 



Mexican jungle, infiltrate a cartel compound, 
and extract a kidnapped DEA agent.)

Gross, Andrew -- The One Man    $9.99   (1944: 
Nathan Blum undertakes a perilous mission to 
locate and liberate a renowned physicist from a 
Nazi concentration camp.)

Hollis, Lee -- Death of a Lobster Lover    $7.99 
(Hayley Powell #9: PBO; Hayley's weekend 
getaway with her gal pals is interrupted by 
murder.)

Hyzy, Julie -- Grace to the Finish    $7.99   
(Manor House #8: PBO; Grace investigates a 
banker's murder.)

Ingelman-Sundberg, Catharina -- The Little Old 
Lady Who Struck Lucky Again!    $15.99   
(League of Pensioners #2: Martha Andersson and 
her friends head to Las Vegas, ready to cash in 
on their favorite new pastime - white collar 
crime - and take a casino for all it's worth.)

James, Steven -- Every Deadly Kiss    $9.99   
(Patrick Bowers #8: PBO; While grappling with a 
baffling series of murders in Detroit, FBI 
agent Patrick Bowers discovers a terror plot 
whose roots stretch back centuries.)

Laurie, Victoria -- A Panicked Premonition    
$25.00   (Psychic Eye #15: When two of Dutch's 
clients are found murdered inside their brand-
new panic room, the evidence points to Dutch's 
partner Dave. Can Abby discover the real 
killer?)



Leamer, Laurence -- The Lynching    $15.99   
(Edgar finalist. Nonfiction. The 1981 lynching 
of Michael Donald in Mobile, Alabama, leads 
Morris Dees to file a first-of-its-kind civil 
suit against the United Klans of America, 
charging the Klan leaders with conspiracy in 
the young man's killing.)

Lustbader, Eric Van -- Any Minute Now    $9.99   
(Black ops team Red Rover is betrayed during a 
mission; the two survivors barely make it home 
alive, where the team is disbanded without 
warning, leaving them adrift in a world of 
deadly shadows, blind alleys, and unanswerable 
questions.)

Maron, Margaret -- Take Out    $27.00   (Sigrid 
Harald #9: Sigrid is called to investigate the 
deaths of two homeless men in the West Village. 
When containers of poisoned takeout food are 
found nearby, the case is suddenly much more 
complicated.)

Pressey, Rose -- If the Haunting Fits, Wear It   
$7.99   (Haunted Vintage #5: PBO; Cookie is 
excited about providing vintage hats for a 
Kentucky Derby party. Her enthusiasm is 
dampened when a jockey's ghost insists she find 
his killer.)

Quinn, Spencer -- The Right Side    $26.00   
(Her hospital roommate's sudden death sends 
veteran LeAnne Hogan on a trip to the woman's 
hometown, where she is disturbed to learn the 
woman's daughter has vanished. Accompanied by 
an inscrutable stray dog who seems determined 



to adopt her, LeAnne sets out to find the 
girl.)

Robinson, Peter -- When the Music's Over    
$15.99   (Alan Banks #23: Newly promoted 
Detective Superintendent Alan Banks 
investigates when a woman claims she was 
assaulted decades earlier by a man now regarded 
as a national treasure. Meanwhile, DI Annie 
Banks investigates when a girl is found dead on 
a remote roadside.)

Rosenfelt, David -- Outfoxed    $15.99   (Andy 
Carpenter #14: Andy's dog rescue foundation has 
inmates at the local prison working with dogs 
to help make them more adoptable. When an 
inmate uses his dog to make an ingenious 
escape, and then winds up accused of murdering 
the man whose testimony put him away, Andy 
finds himself with a new legal client.)

Ross, Ian James -- Swords Around the Throne    
$16.95   (Twilight of Empire #2: Summoned back 
from Britannia, Centurion Aurelius Castus finds 
himself caught up in a conspiracy to bring down 
Emperor Constantine. As a reward for saving the 
emperor's life, he is promoted to the imperial 
bodyguard, and discovers that the court is as 
dangerous as the battlefield.)

Sala, Sharon -- Race Against Time    $7.99   
(When Quinn discovers a crying baby at a fiery 
crime scene, she unwittingly puts herself in 
the crosshairs of a child-trafficking ring.)

Scottoline, Lisa -- Betrayed    $8.99   (Rosato 
& Associates #13: Judy Carrier investigates the 



sudden death of a woman - an undocumented farm 
worker - who was taking care of Judy's aunt 
while she went through chemo.)

Simenon, Georges -- Maigret and the Tall Woman 
(alternate title: Maigret and the Burglar's 
Wife)    $13.00   (Maigret #38: Reissue; A 
woman Maigret arrested years ago turns to him 
for help when her safecracker husband discovers 
a dead body while committing a burglary.)

Summerscale, Kate -- The Wicked Boy    $17.00   
(Edgar winner. Nonfiction. East London, 1895: 
13-year-old Robert Coombes confessed to 
stabbing his mother, but his lawyers argued 
that he was insane, telling of his severe 
headaches, his fascination with violent 
criminals, and his fondness for penny 
dreadfuls. Summerscale provides a deeply 
researched and richly detailed narrative of the 
crime and its aftermath.)

Sund, Erik Axl -- The Crow Girl    $17.95   (An 
apathetic prosecutor and a bureaucratic police 
force are uninterested in solving the murder of 
an immigrant child. When two more bodies are 
found, Detective Superintendent Jeanette 
Kihlberg teams up with therapist Sofia 
Zetterlund to track down a serial killer.)

Swanson, Denise -- Lions and Tigers and Murder, 
Oh My    $7.99   (Dime Store #6: PBO; PI Jake 
Del Vecchio has rented office space above the 
dime store, and it isn't long before Dev finds 
herself embroiled in his first case.)



Tracy, P.J. -- The Sixth Idea    $9.99   
(Monkeewrench #7: A series of murders and 
disappearances sends homicide detectives Leo 
Magozzi and Gino Rolseth straight to 
Monkeewrench for help. The search for answers 
leads 60 years into the past.)

Vine, Richard -- SoHo Sins    $12.95   (Philip 
and Amanda Oliver were the New York art scene's 
golden couple, until Amanda was found murdered 
and Philip confessed. But was he a continent 
away when she died? Art dealer Jackson Wyeth 
sets out to learn the truth.)

Woods, Stuart -- Sex, Lies & Serious Money    
$9.99   (Stone Barrington #39: Stone finds an 
unexpected new client on his doorstep - things 
get complicated when the client reveals the 
true nature and value of his recent turn of 
fortune.)

Wortham, Reavis Z. -- Hawke's Prey    $9.99   
(Sonny Hawke #1: PBO; Terrorists have seized 
the Presidio County Courthouse, slaughtering 
dozens and taking hostages. Unfortunately for 
the terrorists, Texas Ranger Sonny Hawke is 
also in the building.)

Expected Mid July

Alexander, Tasha -- A Terrible Beauty    $15.99  
(Lady Emily #11: A holiday in Greece takes a 
strange turn when a man long believed dead 
turns up at the villa: Lord Philip Ashton, 



Colin's childhood friend and Emily's first 
husband.)

Atkins, Ace -- The Fallen    $27.00   (Quinn 
Colson #7: A series of bank robberies, executed 
with skill and precision, have Mississippi 
sheriff Quinn Colson wondering if the robbers 
are former Army Rangers.)

Austen-Leigh, Lois -- The Incredible Crime    
$12.95   (Reissue; Originally published in 
1931. A chance encounter draws unconventional 
Prudence Pinsent into the pursuit of a drug-
smuggling ring that connects her cousin's 
country estate with her father's cloistered 
world of Cambridge.)

Balen, N/Barrot, V -- Minced, Marinated, and 
Murdered    $16.95   (Gourmet Crimes #1: Laure 
Grenadier is in Lyon to review the bistros and 
cover the local food scene. Everything changes 
when restaurant owners start to turn up dead.)

Connelly, Michael -- The Late Show    $29.00   
(Detective Ballard works the night shift in 
Hollywood, each morning turning her cases over 
to day shift detectives. But one night she 
catches two cases she doesn't want to part 
with, and decides not to give up at dawn; 
Signed copies expected)

Corby, Gary -- Death on Delos    $26.95   
(Nicolaos & Diotima #7: 545 BCE: It is illegal 
to die on the sacred isle of Delos. It is also 
illegal to give birth there. Yet when murder is 
committed there, the only one available to 



solve the crime is the very pregnant priestess 
Diotima.)

Davis, Lindsey -- The Third Nero    $26.99   
(Flavia Albia #5: 90 CE: Flavia Alba 
reluctantly agrees to do some investigating for 
the increasingly paranoid Emperor Domitian.)

de Giovanni, Maurizio -- Glass Souls    $18.00   
(Ricciardi #8: The countess of Roccaspina 
pleads with Ricciardi to look into a homicide 
that was officially closed months ago. In 
fascist Naples, an unauthorized investigation 
is grounds for immediate dismissal, but 
Ricciardi's thirst for justice cannot be 
thwarted.)

Downie, Ruth -- Vita Brevis    $17.00   (Ruso 
#7: After he and Tilla and their daughter 
arrive in Rome, Ruso thinks that he has has 
been offered a reputable medical practice, only 
to discover that his predecessor has fled, 
leaving behind a dead man in a barrel on the 
doorstep, and a warning: 'Be careful who you 
trust.')

Flynn, V/Mills, K -- Order to Kill    $9.99   
(Mitch Rapp #13: Rapp finds himself chasing 
false leads from continent to continent in an 
effort to keep Pakistani nukes from falling 
into the hands of terrorists.)

Grisham, John -- The Whistler    $9.99   (What 
happens when a judge bends the law or takes a 
bribe? Most of Lacy's investigations have 
turned up incompetence rather than corruption, 



but her latest case looks to be dangerous. Or 
deadly.)

Hart, Elsa -- The White Mirror    $16.99   (Li 
Du #2: 1700s: Imperial librarian Li Du is 
journeying to Lhasa when a detour brings him to 
a wooden bridge with a monk's body on it. It 
looks like suicide, but Li Du is not 
convinced.)

Keller, Julia -- Sorrow Road    $15.99   (Bell 
Elkins #5: When WWII veteran Harmon Strayer 
dies in an Alzheimer's care facility, it seems 
to be natural causes, but prosecutor Bell 
Elkins finds herself confronting a mystery that 
brims with questions about memory, grief, and 
the lethal cost of burying the past.)

Khan, Vaseem -- The Strange Disappearance of a 
Bollywood Star    $15.99   (Baby Ganesh Agency 
#3: When a popular actor disappears, his 
formidable mother turns to retired police 
inspector Ashwin Chopra for help. The 
investigation takes Chopra and his baby 
elephant Ganesh deep into the movie industry, a 
world of feuding stars, failed investments, and 
death threats.)

Lovesey, Peter -- Another One Goes Tonight    
$15.95   (Peter Diamond #16: When a patrol car 
spins off the road, a civilian cyclist is 
injured, then revived with CPR. Detective Peter 
Diamond's investigation of the man leads to a 
trail of uninvestigated deaths. Have they saved 
the life of a serial killer?)



Macdonald, Ross -- Four Later Novels: Black 
Money / The Instant Enemy / The Goodbye Look / 
The Underground Man    $40.00   (Lew Archer: 
Reissue; 4 classic PI novels.)

Millar, Margaret -- First Things, Last Things: 
Banshee / Spider Webs / It's All in the 
Family / Collected Short Fiction    $17.99   
(Collected Millar: Reissue; 2 crime novels, a 
coming-of-age novel from early in her career, 
and her short fiction.)

Reichs, Kathy -- Two Nights    $28.00   
(Sunnie's thirst for justice stems from her own 
dark past. A girl has gone missing, lost in the 
chaos of a bomb explosion, and the family needs 
Sunnie's help. Is the girl dead? Did someone 
take her? If she is out there, why doesn't she 
want to be found?)

Rosenfelt, David -- Collared    $26.99   (Andy 
Carpenter #16: Two years ago, Jill Hickman's 
baby and dog were kidnapped and never 
recovered. When the dog shows up at Andy's dog 
rescue, the case is reopened, and Andy and his 
team get involved.)

Smith, Alexander McCall -- A Distant View of 
Everything    $25.95   (Isabel Dalhousie #11: 
An old acquaintance has engaged in some 
possibly ill-advised matchmaking; Isabel agrees 
to look into the background of the man in 
question, but soon starts to wonder if she's 
investigating the wrong party.)

Taylor, David C. -- Night Work    $16.99   
(Michael Cassidy #2: Michael Cassidy, a New 



York cop plagued by dreams that sometimes comes 
true, finds himself assigned to Fidel Castro's 
protection detail.)

Wilson, Andrew -- A Talent for Murder    $26.00  
(1926: Mystery writer Agatha Christie falls 
into the hands of a blackmailer who plans to 
force her to use her knowledge about murder to 
kill on his behalf.)

Expected Early August

Aaronovitch, Ben -- The Furthest Station    
$40.00   (Peter Grant: Novella. Signed and 
numbered. There have been sad, harmless ghosts 
on the London Underground, whose presence does 
little more than boost tourism. But now 
frightening, aggressive ghosts are appearing on 
the Metropolitan Line, and they seem to be 
looking for something. PC Peter Grant and his 
BTP counterpart Jaget Kumar must brave the 
terrifying crush of London rush hour to figure 
out what's going on; Signed copies)

Aaronovitch, Ben et al -- Black Mould    $16.99  
(Rivers of London GN #3: PBO; Full color 
graphic novel. Something dark and slimy is 
dripping through the walls of suburban London - 
a mould possessed by some dark power full of 
bad intentions. Looks like it's another case 
for PC Peter Grant and his reluctant partner DC 
Sahra Guleed.)

Abbott, Allyson K. -- A Toast to Murder    $7.99 
(Mack's Bar #5: PBO; Mack is determined to 



unmask the murderous mastermind who has been 
taunting her.)

Alaux, J-P/Balen, N -- Champagne Widows    
$16.95   (Winemaker Detective #13: Called to 
Champagne to help a widow take over her 
husband's winery, wine expert Benjamin Cooker 
and his assistant Virgile get caught in a web 
of family ambition and battles, while inclement 
weather threatens the bubbly.)

Alexievich, Svetlana -- The Unwomanly Face of 
War    $30.00   (An oral history of women's 
experiences in WWII, on the front lines, on the 
home front, and in occupied territories across 
Europe and Russia,)

Andrews, Donna -- Gone Gull    $25.99   (Meg 
Langslow #21: While helping her grandmother run 
the Biscuit Mountain Craft Center, Meg must 
track down a vandal and a killer.)

Baldacci, David -- No Man's Land    $9.99   
(John Puller #4: Puller's mother disappeared 
decades ago, and now he will stop at nothing to 
discover the truth about what happened to her.)

Beaton, M.C. -- Pushing Up Daisies    $7.99   
(Agatha Raisin #27: A wealthy developer wants 
to turn the village community garden into a 
housing estate. When the man is murdered, his 
son is a suspect, and hires Agatha to find the 
real killer.)

Bostrom, Mattias -- From Holmes to Sherlock    
$27.00   (What has made this fictional 
character such a lasting success? The author 



looks at the people who have created and 
perpetuated the myth.)

Bowen, Gail -- The Winners' Circle    $27.95   
(Joanne Kilbourn #17: A triple homicide rips 
apart the lives of Zack's law partners.)

Bowen, Rhys -- Crowned and Dangerous    $7.99   
(Royal Spyness #10: Nothing can deter Georgie 
and her beau Darcy from eloping - except the 
news that Darcy's father has been arrested for 
the murder of a wealthy American.)

Bowen, Rhys -- On Her Majesty's Frightfully 
Secret Service    $26.00   (Royal Spyness #11: 
When the Prince of Wales and the dreadful Mrs. 
Simpson are both invited to a house party in 
the Italian Lake Country, the queen sends 
Georgie to thwart any possible secret wedding.)

Box, C.J. -- Paradise Valley    $27.99   (Cassie 
Dewell #3: For three years, Cassie has been on 
the hunt for a serial killer, but her latest 
trap went horribly wrong. Then troubled kid 
Kyle Westergaard takes off, telling folks he is 
going on a long-planned adventure. Cassie 
agrees to look for him. But is his 
disappearance more sinister than anyone 
realizes?)

Brennan, Allison -- Poisonous    $7.99   (Maxine 
Revere #3: Maxine Revere looks into the death 
of a teenage internet bully who fell off a 
cliff.)

Budewitz, Leslie -- Treble at the Jam Fest    
$14.99   (Food Lovers' Village #4: PBO; When a 



jazz guitarist is found dead near the Jewel 
River, Erin investigates.)

Camilleri, Andrea -- A Nest of Vipers    $16.00  
(Montalbano #21: Inspector Montalbano's 
investigation into the shooting of a wealthy 
widower unearths a history of corruption, 
greed, and family secrets.)

Cass, Laurie -- Wrong Side of the Paw    $7.99   
(Bookmobile Cat #6: PBO; Minnie investigates 
when her cat Eddie finds a dead body in the 
back of a pickup truck.)

Conte, Cate -- Cat About Town    $7.99   (Cat 
Cafe #1: PBO; When a stray cat pounces into her 
life, Maddie James is inspired to open a cat 
cafe. Life gets more complicated when Maddie's 
furry companion finds the town bully dead.)

Crider, Bill -- Dead, to Begin With    $25.99   
(Dan Rhodes #23: As Sheriff Rhodes investigates 
a wealthy recluse's murder, he also has to 
contend with yard sale brawls and the Clearview 
Ghost Hunters.)

de Marco, Connie -- All Signs Point to Murder    
$14.99   (Zodiac #2: PBO; When a friend's 
wedding is plagued with catastrophic events, 
astrologer Julia Bonatti looks for answers.)

Eisler, Barry -- Zero Sum    $15.95   (John Rain 
Prequel: Returning to Tokyo in 1982, a young 
John Rain learns that the killing business is 
now controlled by Victor. He gives Rain a 
choice: kill a government minister, or die a 
grisly death.)



Flowers, Jean -- Addressed to Kill    $7.99   
(Postmistress #3: PBO; A local professor has 
been shot in his home. Was it a robbery gone 
wrong, or did someone have a more personal 
motive?)

Fluke, Joanne -- The Stepchild    $7.99   
(Reissue; The migraines and nightmares that 
plagued Kathi as a child have returned with a 
vengeance, leaving her mind full of visions 
that feel more like memories. Memories that her 
stepmother doesn't want her to remember.)

Garrett, Kellye -- Hollywood Homicide    $14.99  
(Detective by Day #1: PBO; Semi-famous Black 
actress Dayna Anderson wants to help her 
parents keep their house. So when she witnesses 
a deadly hit and run, she decides to pursue the 
$15,000 cash reward.)

George, Elizabeth -- The Edge of Light    $10.99 
(Becca King #4: Ages 12 and up. On Whidbey 
Island, events escalate as secrets are 
revealed, hearts are broken, and lives are 
changed forever.)

Grant, Andrew -- False Friend    $9.99   (Cooper 
Devereaux #2: An arsonist is targeting schools 
in Birmingham. As Detective Devereaux sifts 
through the case, a grisly discovery sends the 
investigation in a terrifying new direction.)

Hagberg, David -- End Game    $9.99   (Kirk 
McGarvey #20: Boylan, McGarvey, and Rencke go 
on the hunt for a terrifying device that was 
buried near Kirkuk before the first Iraq war.)



Hamilton, Victoria -- Muffin to Fear    $7.99   
(Merry Muffin #5: PBO; While Merry is 
distracted, her friend Pish invites a TV ghost-
hunting crew to investigate Wynter Castle. When 
two cast members are killed, Merry and Virgil 
must figure out whodunit.)

Hartwell, Sadie -- Yarned and Dangerous    $7.99 
(Tangled Web #1: Josie was planning to sell off 
the contents of her Aunt Cora's yarn shop, but 
the cozy little shop appeals to her. Her plan 
to make a go of it runs into a hitch when one 
of the town's most persnickety knitters turns 
up dead in a pile of cashmere yarn.)

Hechtman, Betty -- A Tangled Yarn    $7.99   
(Yarn Retreat #5: PBO; When a travel writer is 
found dead among a sea of feathers and yarn, 
Casey investigates.)

Holmes, Julianne -- Chime and Punishment    
$7.99   (Clock Shop #3: PBO; Clockmaker Ruth 
Clagan investigates when the unpopular town 
manager is found crushed by the clock tower 
bell.)

Jackson/Bush/Noonan -- Ominous    $7.99   
(Wyoming #2: PBO; A long-guarded secret plunges 
three friends into a new nightmare.)

Johnston, Linda O. -- Bad to the Bone    $14.99  
(Barkery & Biscuits #3: PBO; A pet food company 
wants to buy Carrie's recipes; Carrie 
investigates when one of their employees is 
found dead.)



Kellerman, Faye -- Bone Box    $9.99   (Decker & 
Lazarus #24: Decker and his partner McAdams 
investigate when human remains, buried deep 
years ago, surface in the woods. It's most 
likely a missing student from the nearby Five 
Colleges of Upstate - and the discovery of more 
remains suggests it's not a one-off murder.)

Kellerman, Jonathan & Jesse -- Crime Scene    
$28.99   (Coroner's investigator Clay Edison is 
drawn into a complex case when a former 
professor's death brings back questions 
involving an old scandal and a horrific 
murder.)

Koryta, Michael -- Rise the Dark    $9.99   
(Mark Novak #2: Sabrina Baldwin has been 
abducted by Garland Webb, the man Mark Novak 
believes killed his wife. Drawing them all 
together is a messianic villain who understands 
you can never outpace your past - only rise 
against the future.)

Leather, Stephen -- Dark Forces    $9.99   
(Spider Shepherd #13: Shepherd's work as an 
undercover agent for MI5 in South London is 
about to intersect with the biggest terrorist 
operation ever carried out on British soil.)

Lin, Ed -- Ghost Month    $9.99   (Taipei Night 
Market #1: Reissue; Jing-nan's high school 
girlfriend has been found murdered. Why was 
this intelligent women selling betel nuts to 
truck drivers, a job almost as taboo as 
prostitution? The facts don't add up, but the 
Taipei police have closed the case without 
asking questions. When the girl's parents ask 



him to investigate, Jing-nan reluctantly 
agrees.)

Meier, Leslie -- British Manor Murder    $7.99   
(Lucy Stone #23: Lucy's trip to a hat 
exhibition at an English manor house takes a 
macabre turn when a body, bludgeoned with the 
chapel's gold-plated reliquary, is found in a 
sealed hidden room.)

Muller, Marcia -- Someone Always Knows    $7.99  
(Sharon McCone #31: PI Sharon McCone has a new 
client who wants to get rid of a derelict house 
that's bothering the local homeowners' 
association. But the abandoned house holds 
secrets, and soon Sharon is contending with 
more than a simple eyesore.)

Nettmann, Nadine -- Uncorking a Lie    $14.99   
(Sommelier #2: PBO; When Katie realizes the 
contents of a $19,000 bottle of wine don't 
match what's on the label, the owner asks her 
to investigate, sending her deep into the world 
of counterfeit wine.)

O'Brien, Kevin -- Hide Your Fear    $9.99   
(PBO; Caitlin and her kids have moved into an 
old house. The place was a bargain, but as 
weeks pass, Caitlin starts receiving messages - 
first friendly, then unsettling, hinting at the 
property's dark past.)

Overstreet, Jason -- The Strivers' Row Spy    
$15.00   (Harlem Renaissance #1: When Sidney 
Temple is tapped to be the FBI's first Black 
agent, he sees a chance to secure real justice, 
and uses his knack for deception and undercover 



work to thwart the Bureau's biased 
investigation in Harlem and provide insider 
information to Black leaders.)

Peters, Elizabeth/Hess, Joan -- The Painted 
Queen    $27.99   (Amelia Peabody #20: Neither 
assassins nor the Genius of Crime will deter 
Amelia as she and Emerson head to Amarna, where 
they will witness the discovery of a precious 
artifact: a bust of Nefertiti.)

Petrie, Nick -- Burning Bright    $9.99   (Peter 
Ash #2: On a trip to Northern California, 
veteran Peter Ash stumbles across investigative 
journalist June Cassidy, who is on the run from 
men who tried to kidnap her. She needs time to 
figure out what they're after, and help from 
someone with Peter's skills.)

Pollock, Donald Ray -- The Heavenly Table    
$16.00   (1917: The Fiddlers, good-natured 
farmers, have been swindled out of their family 
fortune, and left reeling by their son's 
disapppearance. When a crime spree sets the 
hardscrabble Jewetts on a collision course with 
the Fiddlers, an unlikely and turbulent 
relationship begins between the two families.)

Robb, J.D. -- Echoes in Death    $8.99   (Eve 
Dallas #44: Eve investigates when a surgeon is 
found dead in his obsessively organized 
townhouse.)

Schmitt, Gerry -- Shadow Girl    $26.00   (Afton 
Tangler #2: An ailing businessman's hope for a 
heart transplant is lost when the helicopter 
carrying his donor heart is shot out of the sky 



over Minneapolis. Family liaison officer Afton 
Tangler is drawn into the case.)

Simenon, Georges -- Maigret, Lognon and the 
Gangsters (alternate title: Maigret and the 
Killers)    $13.00   (Maigret #39: Reissue; 
When Maigret learns that his hapless colleague 
Lognon is being menaced by mobsters from the 
US, he makes it his mission to bring them to 
justice.)

Snoekstra, Anna -- Only Daughter    $7.99   (A 
desperate young woman decides to impersonate 
Bec Winter, who disappeared a decade ago. Soon 
she is living Bec's life. But she comes to 
realize Bec's welcoming family and friends are 
not quite what they seem - and that whoever 
took Bec is still at large.)

Swierczynski, Duane -- Revolver    $15.99   
(Audrey Walczak, a forensic science student, 
reopens her cop grandfather's murder case for a 
research paper. What she discovers as she digs 
deeper could tear her family apart all over 
again.)

Tantimedh, Adi -- Her Nightly Embrace    $16.00  
(Joining an upmarket London agency where the 
rich and powerful hire him to solve their 
problems and wash their dirty laundry, PI Ravi 
Singh finds himself in over his head with 
increasingly gonzo cases - and the visions that 
he's having of Hindu gods aren't helping.)

Tracy, P.J. -- Nothing Stays Buried    $27.00   
(Monkeewrench #8: When Minneapolis detectives 
Leo Magozzi and Gino Rolseth are called to a 



crime scene, everything about the setting is 
too familiar, and a playing card on the corpse 
confirms their worst fears: a serial killer is 
once again operating in the city.)

Tremayne, Peter -- Penance of the Damned    
$27.99   (Sister Fidelma #27: 671 CE: Sister 
Fidelma and her companion Eadulf are dispatched 
to investigate when the king's loyal chief 
bishop and adviser is murdered in an old 
enemy's fortress.)

Vallere, Diane -- Dressed to Confess    $7.99   
(Costume Shop #3: PBO; Margo investigates a 
murder at the Sagebrush Festival.)

Expected Early August

Benn, James R. -- Blue Madonna    $15.95   
(Billy Boyle #11: May, 1944: Court-martialed on 
spurious charges and sentenced to hard labor, 
Billy is offered a deal: he can avoid his 
punishment if he goes behind enemy lines to 
rescue a high-value Allied soldier.)

Bloom, Amy (ed) -- New Haven Noir    $15.95   
(Anthology. Original stories set in New Haven, 
Connecticut.)

Bowen, Gail -- What's Left Behind    $16.95   
(Joanne Kilbourn #16: When their son's lakeside 
wedding is disrupted by the arrival of a 
disgruntled ex, and murder follows soon after, 
Joanne and Zack search for answers.)



Copperman, E.J. -- Dog Dish of Doom    $24.99   
(Agent to the Paws #1: Kay Powell thinks she's 
found a client who will become a star: his name 
is Bruno, and he has to be walked three times a 
day. But Bruno's humans butt in a lot, and 
directors don't want to hire a dog with 
obnoxious owners. That becomes less of an issue 
when one of the owners is found with a knife in 
his back.)

Cotterill, Colin -- The Rat Catchers' Olympics   
$26.95   (Dr. Siri #12: 1980: Laos is competing 
in the Moscow Olympics, and Dr. Siri and Madame 
Daeng would love to visit the city, so he 
finagles his way into supplying the team's 
medical oversight. When Siri begins to suspect 
one of the athletes is not who he says he is, 
he and his friends investigate.)

Delany, Vicki -- Elementary, She Read    $15.99  
(Sherlock Holmes Bookshop #1: Gemma has taken 
over her uncle's Sherlock Holmes Bookshop and 
Emporium on Cape Cod. When she finds a rare 
magazine hidden in the bookshop, she sets off 
to find the owner, only to stumble upon a dead 
body.)

Edwards, Martin -- The Story of Classic Crime in 
100 Books    $15.95   (Edwards covers the 
history of crime fiction in the first half of 
the 20th century.)

Edwards, Martin (ed) -- Continental Crimes    
$12.95   (Anthology. Classic crime stories set 
in Europe.)



Fossum, Karin -- Hell Fire    $14.99   
(Inspector Sejer #12: Inspector Sejer and his 
team investigate when a woman and her young son 
are found dead near a dank trailer.)

French, Tana -- The Trespasser    $17.00   
(Dublin Murder Squad #6: When the Murder Squad 
investigates a woman's death, most of the 
detectives favor arresting the boyfriend, but 
detective Antoinette Conway and her partner 
Stephen Moran decide to look further.)

Goldman, Matthew -- Gone to Dust    $25.99   (An 
Edina police detective and a PI investigate the 
death of a suburban woman whose body was found 
covered in the contents of hundreds of emptied 
vacuum cleaner bags.)

Grafton, Sue -- Y Is for . . .    $29.00   
(Kinsey Millhone #25: In 1979, four teens 
sexually assaulted a classmate and filmed the 
attack. Then the tape disappeared, and the 
suspected thief was murdered. One boy turned 
state's evidence, two were convicted, and the 
ringleader escaped without a trace. Ten years 
later, one of the men has been released from 
prison - and has received a copy of the missing 
tape with a ransom demand. His family turns to 
Kinsey Millhone for help.)

Handler, David -- The Girl with Kaleidoscope 
Eyes    $14.99   (Stewart Hoag #9: PBO; 1992: 
Hoagy has been hired to ghostwrite a tell-all 
book about the famous and troubled Aintree 
family. But no sooner does he set up shop than 
murder strikes. With his basset hound Lulu at 
his side, he sets out to catch a killer.)



Jennings, Maureen -- Dead Ground in Between    
$17.95   (Tom Tyler #4: 1942: DI Tom Tyler 
investigates when an old man disappears during 
a winter storm, only to be found murdered.)

Jones, Tayari (ed) -- Atlanta Noir    $15.95   
(Anthology. Original stories set in Atlanta, 
Georgia.)

Keller, Julia -- Fast Falls the Night    $25.99  
(Bell Elkins #6: When Acker's Gap faces a wave 
of overdoses from tainted heroin, prosecutor 
Bell Elkins and her team desperately track the 
source of the lethal drug.)

Kingsbury, Karen -- Dead and Breakfast    $15.99 
(Merry Ghost Inn #1: Melanie and her 
grandmother Liza purchase a purportedly haunted 
mansion and set out to turn it into a B&B. But 
as they're clearing out the cobwebs, they find 
a skeleton in a closet. And as they 
investigate, a friendly ghost in their walls 
starts playing tricks.)

Krueger, William Kent -- Sulfur Springs    
$26.00   (Cork O'Connor #16: A garbled phone 
message from Rainy's son Peter, apparently 
confessing to a murder, brings Cork and Rainy 
to southern Arizona, where they learn no one 
has seen Peter for months; Signed copies 
expected)

Lin, Ed -- Incensed    $15.95   (Taipei Night 
Market #2: When his gangster uncle asks a 
favor, Jing-nan can't exactly say no, 
especially since two goons are going to follow 
him around to make sure he gets it done right.)



MacNeal, Susan Elia -- The Paris Spy    $26.00   
(Maggie Hope #7: 1942: One of England's most 
intrepid spies has discovered that the Germans 
have a mole working deep in the SOE. From 
Paris, Maggie must unmask the traitor.)

Mann, George (ed) -- Further Associates of 
Sherlock Holmes    $14.95   (Anthology. Famous 
associates of the Great Detective - colleagues, 
clients, and villains - narrate these original 
stories, mostly by horror and steampunk 
authors.)

Millar, Margaret -- The Birds and Beasts Were 
There    $16.99   (Collected Millar: Reissue; 
Her memoir of a life of birdwatching and nature 
conservation along with her husband Ken Millar 
(Ross Macdonald).)

Muller, Marcia -- The Color of Fear    $26.00   
(Sharon McCone #32: When a hate crime puts her 
father in the ER, PI Sharon McCone resolves to 
track down the attackers and bring them to 
justice.)

Murphy, Shirley Rousseau -- Cat Shining Bright   
$22.99   (Joe Grey #20: When women are murdered 
at the local beauty salon, feline detective Joe 
Grey heads for the crime scene to help his 
human friends in the Molena Point PD. He has no 
idea the kittens are following him, or how they 
will complicate the investigation.)

Penzler, Otto (ed) -- Bibliomysteries    $25.95  
(Anthology. Stories of crime in the world of 
books and bookstores.)



Perry, Anne -- Revenge in a Cold River    $16.00 
(William Monk #22: London, 1869: When a man 
Monk has no recollection of attempts to frame 
him for a series of murders, Monk must rely on 
his wife Hester and his friend Oliver Rathbone 
to free him from the charges.)

Ribchester, Lucy -- The Amber Shadows    $25.95  
(Bletchley Park, 1942: As reports filter in 
about Hitler's pillaging of Russian artwork, 
Honey Deschamps receives a package, postmarked 
in Russia, containing a small piece of amber. 
Other packages follow; as Honey examines them 
together, she realizes someone is sending a 
message, relying on her ability to unravel 
codes.)

Robinson, Peter -- Sleeping in the Ground    
$26.99   (Alan Banks #24: After a massacre 
outside a Yorkshire church, detective 
superintendent Banks and his team must unravel 
a baffling mystery to corner a killer hiding in 
plain sight.)

Wake, Elliot -- Bad Boy    $16.00   (Ren Grant 
is transgender, filming his transition and 
sharing on his vlog. His fans love him. But off 
camera, he's the muscle-bound enforcer for a 
social justice vigilante group, hurting those 
who prey on the disempowered. When a job goes 
south, Ren has to clear his name, and show the 
world he's a good man.)

Woods, S/Hall, P -- Barely Legal    $28.00   
(Herbie Fisher #1: Herbie Fisher, the youngest 
partner at Woodman & Weld, finds all of his 



training put to the test when he becomes 
embroiled in his most daring adventure yet.)


